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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Location and Size of the Area

The thesis area is the nag Pond Quadrangle

( 190-5E )

largely-

in

Unicoi County-, Tenne sse e, but includes portions of Greene and Washington
Counties in Tennessee and Madison County- in North Carolina

( Figure 1).

The area is seven miles wide and eight and three quarter mile s long or
about sixty square miles.
Quadrangle

(191-IE) ,

It is bounded on the south by the Sams Gap

on the north by- the Telford. Quadrangle

the west by the Greystone Quadrangle
Chestoa Quadrangle

( 190-SW ), and

(190-NE) ,

on

on the east by- the

(199-BW) .

Purpose and Scope of the Investigation

Several workers, as indicat ed in the following section, have
commented upon the geology of the Flag Pond Quadrangle, but none have
mapped or studied the area in detail-nor indeed, much of the adj acent
region.

Consequently-, the purpose of this investigation is to obtain

a comprehensive picture of the geology of the quadrangle.
The geology of the quadrangle is divisible into two natural units
or parts, each with problems unique unto itself.

The first of these

units is the crystalline complex, the second is the sedimentary sequence
which rests upon the crystalline rocks.

The purpose of this studf with

re gard to the crystalline group is first to determine the character of
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these rocks and to delineate mappable units within themo

Secondly� an

attempt is made to establish the chronological and structural relation
ships of the mappable unitso

Finally, tentative conclusions as to the
The study

origin and history of the crystalline complex are presentedo

of the cr.ystalline rocks of the area is based exclusively on field exami
nation and thin-section analysis.

Laborator,y investigations of the

cr,ystal� ine rocks are beyond the scope of this investigationo
The sedimentary rocks have been studied, subdivided and described

b.y various.workers at several localities outside the Flag Pond area.

:r'his

study is concerned with the stratigraphy of the Flag Pond area, the

character and distribution of the formations, their relationship to
other rock units, and, finally, their geologic histor.yo

A few represen

tative thin sections of each format ion were studied.

Previous Work

Appalachian geology has long been a subject of considerable
interest.

As early as· 1809, Maclure ( 1809, p.

417)

studied the relation

ship between the granitic rocks and the overlying sedimentary rocks as
well as their general structure in the Appalachian regiono

In 1818, in

the text accompanying the publication of his second map p.nd five struc
t�al cross sections, M.aclure ( 1818, PPo 37 -38 , 77 ) compared Appalachian
geology with that of Western Europe
classification

( primitive,

( Alps )

a

Using the Wernerian rock

transitional., secondary, and alluvial ) he

indicated that the rocks within the Flag Pond Quadrangle are composed of
transitional rocks of early Silurian age.
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Troost

(1841,

3),

p.

the first state geologist of Tennessee,

after stu¢1 of the works of Murchison and Sedgwick, proposed

rock s

that the

classified as transitional in this area were not Early Silurian

but were Cambrian.
Probabl;r the outstanding early work

151-153),
the

who made the first geologic

map

�s

by Safford

(1856, pp.

of the state of Tennessee.

In

accoapanying text he included structural interpretations and for the

first time defined the Ocoee series and Chilhowee group.

In 1874,
Unakite

Bradley

(1874, pp. 519-520)

defined and described the

type granite from the Unaka Range of the Blue Ridge.

His �peci

mens were collected primarily from Blurt, Max 'Patch, and Walnut
Mountains, approximatel;y seventeen miles south-southwest ot the Flag
Pond Quadrangle in Cocke County, Tennessee.
Kerr

(1875,

pp.

138-140) in

his extensive text on the geology of

North Carolina classifi ed the g�anitic rocks as Laurentian and the sedi
mentaey rocks as

Huronian.

He was familiar with the wo rk of Safford and

pointed out that the problems involved in the geology
and Western North Carolina would

of East Tennessee

only be solved when units were trac ed

across the state line.

On the basis of megascopic and microscopic observations, Watson

(1904, pp. 394-398; 1906, pp . 171-174)
Western North Carolina

(2)

the granites of

into (1) massive, even-granular

porphyritic granites, and

gneiss ) .

c lass i fied

(3 )

Although his work was

area, his suggestion that the

granites,

banded or schistose granites

( granite

confined to a twenty-five square mile

rock units

co uld

be

extended into Tennessee

5

was confirmed by subsequent studies (Watson 1910, p. 171 and Keith,
\

1904, Greeneville folio).
The most detailed geologic map or the Flag Pond Quadrangle
currently available was prepared by Keith in 1904 and published in the

U. S. G. S. Greeneville folio.

The present writer is

in

general agree-

ment with Keith; however, same major differences are presented in the
present thesis.
Stose and Jonas (1944, pp. 367-390, 410-416) discussed the distribution and structural relationships of the Ocoee series and the Chilhowee
They concluded that the Ocoee series is uppermost Precambrian and

group.

not lower Cambrian, which is in agreement with opinions expressed in this
paper; however, the writer does not agree with their proposed classification ot the Ocoee series in the Flag Pond Quadrangle.
Ktng, et al. (1944, p. 2751 prepared maps of northeastern Tennessee which include·

a

small section of the Flag Pond Quadrangle.

was concerned largely wit� manganese deposits.

This work

Since the manganese

bearing formations (chiefly the Shady dolomite) do not extend quite into
the Flag

Pond

Quadrangle

only

granitic rocks was mapped.

the contact between the elastic

and

The clastic rocks which contain ver.y little

or no manganese were not subdivided.
The most recent geologic map of the Flag Pond Quadrangle is that
of Rodgers (1953, Plate 4).

This map is large�y a compilation of pre

vious mapp!ng with but minor reinterpretation.

Although the map through-

out most of East Tennessee is excellent, Rodgers' source material for the
Flag Pond Quadrangle was inadequate and many changes are therefore proposed by the present writer.

6
J,owry (1948, unpublished Ph.D. thesis) mapped the southwest end
of the Mountain Ci t7 Window adjacent to the eastern bounda.r;y of the Flag
Pond

Quad�e.

She indicated that four fault blocks, associated with

:\

the window, were in the Flag Pond area.

The positions of the fault

blocks are not in agreement with the findings presented in this report.
Lowry

also indicated a barite prospect 800 feet northeast of the june-

tion of Tennessee Highway 81 with Clearbranch Road.

However, the

writer was unable to locate the deposit.

Present Work
The field work for this study was done from July 1, 1957, to
November 15, 1957, and from April 1, 1958, to August

10,

1958.

Aerial

photographs were studied with the view of using them as base maps, but
-

the heavy vegetation made them of little value.

Instead, the Tennessee

Valley Authority Flag Pond topographic map (190-SE) was used as a base
map.

This map (scale 1/24,000) was found to be sufficient for a base

map without enlarging.

In

the field, attitudes of the rocks were plotted

on the map with conventional symbols, and rock types were indicated by
colors

•

. In

addition to the field work, thirty-fo� thin sections of

representative rock specimens were prepared and examined microscopicallY".
The locations of these specimens, plotted according

to

coordinate system (Plate I) , are presented in Table I.

the Tennessee
The thin sections

were studied during the summer and fall of 1958, and photomicrographs of
the outstanding features were made.
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TABLE I

LOCATION OF ROCK SAMPLES COLLECTED FOR THIN SECT IONS.
WCATIONS
ARE IN FEET BASED ON THE TENNESSEE COORDINATE SYSTEM

SaaJi!.e
1
2
.3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

North

Baat

2, 999, 100
2, 999, 500
3, 019, 650
3, 014,850
3, 005, 000
3, 005, 225
3, 017, 425
3, 018, 450
3, 008, 900
3, 031, 650
3, 023, 450
3, 005, 750
3,007,700
3,015, 800
3, 015, 225
3, 016, 250
3, 014, 500
3, 030, 400
3, 002, 750
3, 026,800
3, 028,450
3, 003, 000
3, 008,300
3,018,100
3, 019, 400
3, 024, 000
3, 024, 700
3,030,400
3, 019, 850
3,020,500
3, 024,200
2,999, 500
3, 025,000
3, 025, 100

641, 000
64.3,000
637, 350
6.32, 925
629,500
6.30,200
627,175
629,150
623, 000
6,35, 725
636, 325
620,850
620,750
621,.300

621,450
q2�, 750
622, 000
609, 500
606,100
'613 , 150
615,800
606, 2.00
'

6U,OOO

615,700
615, 730
619.,350

6U,SOO

t
l

I

628,: 650
608,000
608, 500
605,200
6U,225
614, 250
605, 750

I
I

CHAPTER

II

GEOGRAPHY

Topograp� and Drainage

The area covered by the Flag Pond Quadrangle lies within the
Unaka Range which forms part of the we stern border of the Blue Ridge
ProV-ince.

The area is situated between Little Bald Mountain (51185

feet elevation ) on the s outheast and Big Butt Mountain
elevation ) on the central west .

(4,838

feet

Green Ridge Knob in Madison County,
!i

North Carolina, is th e h ighest peak in the area with an elevation of

4,880

fee t .

The lowe st elevation,

1,680

feet, is along Cassi Creek ,

Greene County, Tennessee , in the northwest corner of the quadrangle.
The maximum relief of the area, therefore, is about

3,200

feet .

There

are numerous northeast trending ridges such as Rich Mountain , Flint
Mountain, and Coffee Ridge that are over
vations over
Ridge Knob

4,000

(4,880

41 200

feet.

Additional ele-

feet are found on several mountain crests as Green

feet ) , Wilson Knob

feet ) , and High Rock

(4,080

(4,580

feet) , Frozen

Khob ( 4,420

feet ) .

At first glance one is s truck by the apparent lack of geologic
control of the topograp� .

Stu� of the area, however, reveals that

the mountain tops, ridges, and crests are generally underlain by
resistant quartzite and crystalline rock .

This sh<?ws that, although
#

it is not at first easily seen , there is indeed correlation between the
geologic features and topography .

The terrain is rugged in areas

9

underlain b.f sedimentary rocks and is virtually inaccessible in places.
In contrast, the topography of the cr.ystalline rock areas is more subdued
with rounded mountain crests and gen tl.e slopes.

Figures 2, 3, and 4.

illustrate typical terrain of the thesis area.
Drainage
is dendritic.

throughout

the area is excellent and with few exceptions

The drainage system is divided into two main segments by

Rich Mountain which extends from the northeast corner
portion of the area.

to the

west central

Streams to the north or Rich Mountain empty

directly into the Nolichucky River while those

to

the south flow into

South Indian Creek and then into the Nolichucky River, south of Erwin.
Waters

in

Madison County, North Carolina, flow into the French Broad

River in North Carolina.

The drainage system has produced V-shaped
Figure 2 illus-

valleys throughout the area and locally steep cliffs.
trates such valleys.· and cliffs along Rocky Fork.

Due

to the comparative

weakness of sUtstone and shale and the resistance of quartzite and conglomerate, numerous waterfalls, such as the one illustrated in Figure 5
in North Higgins Creek, have developed. 1
Big Butt Mountain, Wilson Knob,

and Frozen

Knob

the Appalachian Trail and by a fairly good jeep road.

are

accessible

by

The beautiful

view of the Tennessee Valley from these points is well worth the climb.

1s1nce two str eams in the area are called Higgins Creek, the
author has referred to them on the basis of their location as North and
South Higgins Creek.

10

Seen from a ridge
Figure 2 .
Steep gorge in sedimentary rocks.
1,000 feet northwest of the junction of Long Branch and Roc� Fork Creek .
Note the V shaped valley in the foreground; Bald Mountain is in the back
ground.

Figure .3.
Typical mountain topography.
Flint Ridge is in the
foreground; Black Pine Ridge is on the horizon.
View from the head
waters of Clearbranch.

11

Figure 4 .
Mountain terrain in sedimentary rocks .
Near the
junction of Birchfield ·camp Branch and North Higgins Creek looking
east.
Note the quartzite ledge (white ) capping right slope.

Figure 5 .
Waterf'all in North Higgins Creek.
Outcrops are
resistant pebbly sandstone unit of upper.Unicoi formation.
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Transportatioo
The thesis area
tance of approximately
23-19W,
Mars

and

can

be reached from Erwin , Tennessee , at
miles to the southwest by

eight

Tenne ssee Highway

Hil l , North

Carolina.

It is

81.

southwest

at Rocky Fork .

northwest of

Tennessee Highway 81 cuts diagonally

trrough

North Carolina Highway 212 extends

the southeast corner of the area .
across the

dis-

Hi&bw'y

u. s.

about twent y miles

a

corner of the area and joins Tennessee Highway

These are the only main highways

in

the area .

81

Several

interconnecting se condary roads cross the highways .
Two ..thirds of the area is uninhabited, and the only access is by
a jeep road crossing from north to south.
roads

and trails as indica ted in Plate II.

There are numerous logging
The Appalachian Trail cuts

diagonally across the southwest corner of the area .

The nearest railroad

is at Erwin , Tennessee , eight miles northeast of the area .

Climate
Daytime temperature readings during the summer months average
seventy-seven degrees .

Night

time

readings drop as low as forty degrees .

The high elevation throughout most of the thes is area accounts for this

low temperature range .
Rainfall , according to the U. S. Weather Bureau (1957 , p. 180) ,
was 47.6 inches

in

1957.

Local showers of short duration were very

common during the SUIIDJer of 1957.

This ab1.mdan t precipitation supplies

year-around water for the main creeks and springs .

14
Culture

The majority of the inhabitan ts of the area own and work small
farms.

For the most part their families have lived here for several

generations, and many trace their lineage to the earliest white settlers
of Tennessee.

They are friendly and cooperative once one has been

accepted into the community.
church activities.

CoDDnunity life centers mainly around

C HAPTER III

STRATIGRAPHY

Regional Stratigraphy

The rocks that comprise the Blue Ridge Province of the Southern

Appalachians can be divided into two main groups, a complex of basement
rocks, and an overlying wedge of clastic sedime nts .

plex is generally con sidered to be

Pre cambrian

The basement co�

and c on s ists of various

type s of igneous rocks, metamorphics, and migmatites .

Th e basement

complex is overlain unconformably by several thousand feet of clastic
and volcanic rocks.

The · rocks immedi ate ly above the basement complex

are the Catoctin greenstone, the Mount Rogers volcanic group, the
Chilhowe e group, and the Ocoe e series.

These in places are succ eeded

by the sed iments of the Chilhowee group.
These two main rock groups hav e been previously studied and sub
divided largely on lithology becaus e of the gener al absence of fos si l s
Within the past 140 yea r s ,

as to the

origin

there has been a

grea t

diversity

.

of opinion

an d geologi c history of the basement complex and the

subdivision and co rrel ati on of the overlying rocks.

Regional Problems of the Basement Rocks

The regional problems concerning the basement rocks are diverse ,
re fle cting the lack of widespread detailed ma pping and laboratory
studies .

Isolated s tudie s have given ri se to conflicting opinion s and

17

TABLE II
CORRELATION TABLE COMPARIMJ: 'l'HE TERMINOLOGY AND AGE RELATIONSHIP PRESENTED BI PREVIOUS WORKERS WITH THAT OF THE PRESENT AUTHOR
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s edimentary rocks were metamorpho sed t o gneiss and s chist .

Granitiza

tion may have developed during a se cond stage of metamorphism or may be
an end product of more or les s c ontinuous metamorphism .

(1951 ,

p.

1) ,

•

•

•

"

Cameron

working in the Br.yson City district, North CarOlina ,

believes that the basement c omplex was develope d largely by granitization
of the metagabbro , metaperidotite, the associated hornblende and horn
blende-biotite s chists and gneisses .

No sat isfa ctor.y theory has appeared

:in the literature c onceming the origin of t he basement can.pl.exo

De

tailed ge ologic map ping and furthe r application of age determination
technique s will be necessar.y before this probl em is solvedo

In a later

chapter the pre sen t writer offers a tentative explanation for the
origin of the basement complex based on field ob servat ions and micro
s copic s tudies .

Pr oblems of the Sedimentar.y Rocks

Because of the metamorphosed nature of the strata in the Blue
.
Ridge Province and the scarcity of the fossils in them, the task of making
their subdivision and c orrelation bas been slow .

1949

( p.

639 )

King, for example , in

suggested t ha t the interpretation of the Ocoee series given

by Keith in the United States Geological Surv� folios should be rear
ranged and tha t s ome of the terms s hould be defined more pre cisely or
abandoned completely.

In

1958,

however , King , et al .

( pp. 947-966),

presented a series of new names for the Ocoee series with type localities
in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park area and vic inity .
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More extensive and critical studies have been made of the
Chilhowee group than of the Ocoee series and the basement complex, but
there are still unsolved stratigraphic problems concerning this group.
To illustrate, King

(1949,

pp.

640-641)

states,

Unfortunately, Safford did not define exactly the base of
the Chilhowee.
In his description of Chilhowee Mountain (1869,
p. 190 ) he states that strata of the Ocoee series are there
exposed beneath strata of the Chilhowee group, which indicates
that he placed JBr t or all of what are now termed the Sandsuck
shale and Cochran conglomerate in the Ocoee series.
Elsewhere
in East Tennessee, he generally excluded beds now classed as
part of the Cochran conglomerate and Unicoi formation from the
Chilhowee, although he was not entirely consistent.
•

The Chilhowee sediments range in thickness from
the Potomac River in Virginia to

7 , 500

•

2,500

•

feet near

feet in parts of Tennessee.

Un-

certainty exists as to the correlation of the different formations of
this group.

Except for the upper units, all units are identified solely
There is a lack of agreement as to the depo-

on a lithologic basis.

sitional environment of the rocks; i.e., whether or not they were
deposited in isolated, restricted, or connected basins.

A unique feature

in the basal Chilhowee group is �he presence of �gdaloidal basalt.
There is disagreement as to the number and extent of these flows.
recognized a sin gle f low in the Roan Mountain folio

Keith

(1907).

Problems at t he Base of the Cambrian

The boundary between the Cambrian and Precambrian is a major
stratigraphic problem not restricted to the Flag Pond Quadrangle.
Howell, et al.

(1944,

p.

99.3),

of the Cambrian subcommi ttee of National

Research Council, places the base of the Cambrian at the lowest

20
formation that contains diagnostic Cambrian fossils.

152 )

Snyder

p ..

( 1947,

suggested that for t he sake of uniformity the base of the Cambrian

should be drawn at the base of the lowermost fossiliferous formation
instead of extending it downward through thick unfossiliferous sediments

until an unconformity is found.

Wheeler

( 1947,

p.

1 53 ) ,

working in the

western part of the Great Basins region, proposed that the earliest
appearance of the Trilobite genus Olenellus be used as the base of the
Cambrian system because faunal evidence is more precise than diastro
phism as a time index.
King

( 1949 ,

634) ,

p.

Southern Appalachians,
Chilhowee sediments.

discussing the base of the Cambrian in the

emphasizes the contrast between Ocoee and
The Ocoee series, containing graywacke, sandstone,

siltstone, slate, conglomerate and shales was deposit ed rapidly,
region of high relief and great tectonic instability,
siding narrow trough

{ eugeosyncline ) .

in

in

a

a rapidly sub

The Chilhowee r oc ks, la rgel y

arkose, quartzose sands tone, and shale, were deposited in a region
sinking regularly as deposition progressed (miogeosyncline)..

(1949,

p.

638)

Thus King

concludes that the base of the Cambrian in the Southern

Appalachians can logically be placed at the base of the Chilhowee group,
and that this group and i ts component formations forms the lowest unit
of the Lower Cambrian series.
He believes that the Catoctin greenstone and underlying sedimen
tar,y rocks, the v olcanics of the Mount Rogers area, and the Ocoee

series are probably of late Precambrian age, although they may not
necessarily be entirely contemporaneous.

In

1958,

however, King, et al.

21

( 1958, p. 964h suggested that the base of the Cambrian be determined
This would mean placing the boundary at the base of

paleontologieally .

the Helenmode member of the Chilhowee group .

According

to

this inter

pretation the bulk of Chilhowee group would be Precambrian .
If the upper part of the Chilhowee group is fossiliferous

( however , none were fo1.md in the Flag Pond area ) and the lower part is
unfossiliferous , it does not seem logical

to

the writer to place the

boundary in the middle of a group of s ediments which appears to have
been deposited during a single cycle of deposition .
The writer has selected an arbitrary boundary between Cambrian
and Precambrian at the base of the Unicoi formation .

Here a mappable

conglomerate occurs .

Stratigraphy of the Flag Pond Area
In the Flag Pond area the basement rocks include various types of

granite , granite-gneiss , diorite, pegmatite , and basic dike s .

These

diverse rock types have been divided into two units , the Flag Pond
granite group and the Unakite granite group.

The overlying elastic

rocks· eonsis t of the Ocoee series and the Chilhowee group.

The Ocoee

strata consis ts of arkose , quartz ite , sandstone , s iltstone and sandy
shale .

Within the Ocoee two formations are recognized, the Snowbird

formation ( with a lower and upper member ) and the Sandsuck fonna.tion .
Th�

Chilhowee group consists of conglome rate , basalt , arkose , various

type s

of sandstone , and sandy siltstone and shale .

It is divided into

three formations , the Unicoi ( with lower and upper members ) , the Hampton ,

22

and the Erwin·.

The validity or the se subdivisions is discussed

later section .

A ge.Jleral ized section or formations in the Flag Pond

a

in

quadrangle is presented in Table III .

Crystalline Complex
General Statement
Safford ( 1869, pp. 151-156 ) eonsid �red the rocks of the region to
be within his metamorphic group ( Eozoic ) .

Keith (1903 , pp. 2-3) differ-

entiated three rock types··1n wes tern North Carolina and eastern Tennessee
as granites , gneisses , and schists , interbedded with a group of granites
- ·and granite gneisses .

In the Flag Pond area , Keith mapped the granite

gneisses as Cranberry granite .

The Cranberry granite according to Keith

was intruded by a coarse , massive and porphyritic rock , the Max Patch
granite .

Watson (1910, p. 116 ) working on the -granites of North Carolina

described an epidote granite in Madison County , North Carolina .
Prior to the field work in the Flag Pond Quadran gle it was hoped
that additional terminology could be avoided .

However , after

a

few

months of field work it became appa rent that the boundaries of the rock
types outlined previously by K�ith and others were not traceable and
therefore their ter�ology c�uld not be used.

In

the present stuqy the

term "crystalline c omplex" is used to include granites , gran ite gneisses ,
diorite bodies, mylonite, basic dikes , and pegmatites .

These rocks are

present in the southe� one-third of the Flag Pond Quadrangle .
basis of their appearanc es

in

On

the

the field, degradation product� and miero1

scopic chara cteristics , rocks of the cr.ystalline . co.mplex are ·divided by
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TABLE

III

GENERALIZED SECTION OF FORMATIONS IN

Ag� �-ol

Forma tim.

Member

THE

FLAG POND QUADRANGLE

Thiclm.ese

Character

-

in Feet

Clean vitreous white quartzite composed mos tly of uniform well-rounded quartz grains ;
alternating shale and sandy shale bands 1-4 em
thick; massive . vitreous white
quarts ite with occasional large quartz pebbl e s ; dense , mass ive , fine- to mediumgrained ferruginous sands tone ; brown to dark brown slate ( cleavage well-developed;
pebbly vitreous quartzite with pebbles 5-20 mm. in diame ter; s ilty sandstone and
sandy s iltstone in alternating bands 1-4 em. thick .
.

.Ge

-Gh

Erwin

Sandy shale , shale and sandy silts tone in alternating bands 1-6 em. thick showing
spheroidical weathering ; medium-grained micaceous sandstone with some pebbles ;
white to gray p,yritic quartzite with s ca ttered small pebbles ; fine-grained ; cross bedded !eldspathic sandstone ; fine- to medium-grained pebbly cross-bedded sand-

Hampton

s tone with l imonite patche s ·.

�
...

I

Green to blue-green shale ; amygdaloidal basalt . 20-30 feet thick , dark green to dull
red , dense with a.m;ygdules , containing quartz , chlorite and calcite ; sandy shale and

�

-euu

�
a

sandy s iltstone in alternate bands 2-15 em. thick , san dy shale showing s ome graded
bedding ; brown to dark brown slate with prominan t cleavage ; pebbly white to gray ,
medium-grained pyritic quartz ite ; vitreous m s s ive quartzite without pebbles ; mica-

l , ooo ·
-

1 ,200

1 , 300
-

1 , 600

1 , 000
-

1 ,200

ceous sands tone without pebbles ; well-rounded pebbly quartzite .

eu

Unicoi

Conglomerate with pebbl es 1-4 em in diameter ; gray pyritic quartz ite with alternate beds of shale ; �gdaloidal basalt 25-50 fee t thick as described above (�Q) ;
.

red to reddish brown sandy shale and san dy siltstone in a1. temating bands
-eul

8-14

em .

thick; vitreous ma s s ive white quartzite in s ome PLaces pebbly and not well
cemented ; feldspathic sandstone graded in lower portion , cross-bedded in upper

1 ,500

section ; dark to light red argillaceous massive sands tc.ne ; pebbly quartzite with
pebbles 2-10 mm. in d iameter; micaceous medium-grained sandstone ; medium- to finegraine d , buff to brown yellow , · cross-bedded sandstone ; coarse-grained quartzite

1 , 800

pebbly in l ower section pyritic in upper porticn .

-
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TABLE III

( c mtinued)

GENERALIZED SECT ION OF FORMATIONS IN '!HE FLAG POND QUADRANGLE

Age

Symbol

Pess

Formation

Sand suck

Member

Pess

Character

Thickne s s
in Feet

Brown shale with s ome pebbles in the lower portion; massive arkosic sandstcme ; thinbedded sandy siltstone and shale ; gray to white graded !eldspathic sands tone ; brCMl
to chocolate brown slate with well-developed cleavage ; · rine- to medium-grained ,
poorly cemented , cros s -bedded sandstone , in PLa ces argilla ceous ; medium- to coarse-

1 , 200

Sandy shale wi� distorted bedding; silty sands tme { graded bedding ) ; medium-grained
pyritic quartz ite ; medium- to fine-grained feldspathic sands tone ; gray to brown

1 , 500

1 , 000
-

grained white to gray micaceous sandstone , with pebble s in some place s .

FGsbu

!
J..

1

PCsb

shale , sandy in some pla ce s ; gray to wh ite pebbly quartzite with pebbles 3-10 Dill .
in diame ter; vitreous mssive white quartzite ; .interbedded brown to bluish brown
argillaceous sandstone and shale .

-

l , SOO

Snowbird

J:

FGsbl

Gray , coarse-grained arkose with lenses of pyritic quartzite ; well-rounded , pebbly
quartz ite with pebbles ranging from 3-8 em. in diameter; vitreous mas sive , uniform
medium-grained quartzite ; thin-bedded , unifonn, medium-grained feldspathic sandstone ;
sandy sil ts tme with smoky gray , medium-gra ined quartz .

P'ug

Unakite
granite
group

( Coarse-grained granite , biotite granite , epidote granite , unaki te granite , chlorite
granite , coarse-grained biotite granite , pegmatites , myl onites , diorite bodies , basic
dikes and granite gneiss ) .
.

PGfpg

Flag Pond
granite
group

( Coarse to medium-grained granite , biotite granite , coarse-grained granite , chlorite
granite , sheared biotite granite , mwlonite s , basic dike s , diorite bodies , granite

.

gneiss and pegma. tites ) .

1 , 000
-

1 , 200
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the writer into two groups , the Unakite gran ite group and the Flag Pond
granite group .
The Unakite granite group is na.Jm d for a typical exposur� of
Unakite , which crops out in a road cut
on Tenne ssee Hi ghway

81 .

500

feet south of

Roe�.

Fork School

This group cons is ts of Unakite and coarse -

gra ine d granite , granite gne iss , diorite bodies , IIJ1'lonite , pegmatites ,
and bas ic dikes .

8 , 000

to

12, 000

quadrangle .

The group occurs in a s outheast trending belt
feet wide

which is

,.

and restricted to the southern portion of the

,. .

Excellent outcrops may be seen along Tennessee Highway

212

and 81 .
The Flag Pond granite group is named for the Flag

Pond community,

Unicoi Courity , Tenne ssee , near which many outcrops of the group appear .
This group �ons is ts of fine- to medium-grained gran ite , granite gneisses ,
mylonite , d.iori te , pe gmatite and basic rocks and no Unakite .

The group

occurs in two areas , one in the s outheastern corner of the area and the
other in the southwestern corner .

Typical out crops of the Flag Pond

granite group may be seen along Slip Creek , Coffee Ridge Roa d , South
Higgins Creek , and Carter Road in the s outheastern par t of the area .

In

the s outhwe s t , excellent exposures may be seen along Mill Creek Road in
Madison County, North Carolina .
Both granite groups are sheared and faulted .
by mylonite z ones

( Plate II).

Shearing is marked

Faulting is seen in many places along road

cuts whe re cne unit of the group is faulted over another .
occurs so frequently that it could not be recorded
used .

Good examples could be seen in road cuts

on

500

Such faulting

a map of the s cale

feet south of Rocky
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Fork School and at the junc ti on of Highway 81 and Carter Branch Road .
lateral a s well as vertical variation c ould be seen within units of both
granites .

The boundary be tween the Unakit e and Flag Pond granite groups

is gradati onal .
The weathering products of each group are distinctive and color of
the res idual soils aids in the mapping of the two groups where no outcrops
can be discerned .

The soil overlying the Unakite granite group is gener

allY" reddish to whitish red �

The soU produced by the Flag Pond granite

group is , however , yellow to yellow brown .

The basic dikes found in

both groups are deeply weathered and give rise to a loose , dark brown
s oil .

Rhombohedral fracture may be !omd in the weathe red portion of

the dike .

The diorite bodies present in both granites do not weather

easil7 and retain their diabasic texture, whiCh is espe cially cons picu
ous when the surface is wet .

Mylonite of both granites weathers easily ,

and produces a sandy white t o yellow soU .
In

the field the following criteria could be used to differentiate

between the two granite groups .

1.

The rocks of the Unakite granite group are coarser grained

than thos e of the Flag Pond granite group .

2.

The relative amount of mafic minerals in the Unakite granite

group is greater than tha t of the Flag Pond group .
3.

The Unakite granite group has epidote in large quanti ties in

the Unakite .

Sma ller quantities occur as accessor, minerals in other

rocks of the group .
granite group .

Very little epidote is found in the Flag Pond
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4.

Soils produced from the Unaldte granite group are mostly red

to reddish white , whereas those of the Flag Pond granite group are
chiefly yellow to yellow brown .
Flag Pond Granite Group

Two bodies of Flag Pond granites are recogniz ed in the area
covered by the quadrangle , one in the s outhwestern corner in Madison
County, North Carolina , and the other in the southeas tern corner of the
quadrangle in Unicoi County , Tennes see .

The best exposures of this

group may be seen along Slip Creek, Coffee Ridge Road , and South Higgins
Creek .
The boundar.y between the Flag Pond granite group and the Unakite
granite group is not distinct ( P1ate

II)

• . ·

Rather , it is gradational .

It is very difficult to follow characteris tic features in the field for
a long distance , and in additian, lush vegetation and deeply weathered
surfaces add to this difficulty .
The Flag Pond granite group is compos ed of fine- to mdium
grained granites , granite gneis ses , mwlonite , diorite , pegmatite and
bas ic rocks .

The best exposure s of the se units will be dis cussed

individually in the following sections .
Generally, the wea t�ered product of this group yields a yellow to
·

yellow-:brown soU .

Bas ic rocks , mylonites and pegmatites weather easily

whereas the diorites show great resistance to weatheri ng .

In

areas

where the rocks are deeply weathe red, well-rounded kn obs and ridges such
as Coffee Ridge and Tilson Mountain result .
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LithologY and petrology.

Samples fran representative rocks of the

Flag Pond granite group were collected and certain specimens were chosen
from which thin sectioos were prepared .

At the beginn ing of the micro

scopic study, an attempt was made to · obtain quantitative data of mineral
constituents by means of the mechanical stage .

However , this was not

feasible , because the samples were highly altered and the crystal outlines
could not be identified .
than actually counted .

The mineral content was approximated rather
The percentages thus derived were used for

identifying the rock type according to Johannsen ' s classification ( 1939,
p . 144 ) .
Sample 29 .

Thi s sample was collected from a cut along a se condary

· road parallel to South Higgins Creek , 1, 000 feet east of Tennessee High
way 81 .
gray .

It is a coarse- to medium-grained granite, pale yellow to yellow
The grains measure from one to four centimeters in diameter .

Within 100 feet southeast of this outcrop gradational changes to the
adjacent fine-grained granite unit could be seen .
lineation or foliation .

The granite shows no

No inclusions have been noted in this type of .

granite .
Closely interlocking grains of quartz and feldspar , plus chlorite
may be seen in the hand specimen .

It also contains some fine-grained

material , probably saussurite , but this is be st observed in thin sec
tions .

Hornblende and chlorite crystals are present throughout the

specimen .

Probably the chlorite is the alteration product of horn

blende or biotite .
Micros copically the sample contains approxima tely 30 per cent
microcline , 36 per cent perthite , 20 per cent quartz , 10 per cent
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fine-grained material , possibly saussurite , and 4 per cent chlorite and
hornblende .

The repla cement of perthi te by quartz is very common .

This is evidenced as a rugged outline of perthite which surrounds the
quartz .

Only in one place on the sl ide was a pseudo-augen texture seen ,

in which case a subhedral cr,ystal of hornblende , pale brown in color
was surrounded by chlorite showing foliation on a microscopic scale .

A

photomicrograph of this sample is shown in Figure 6 .
Sample 30 .

Biotite granite of the Flag Pond granite group

was

colle cted 500 feet northeast of the location of sample 29 on South
Higgins Creek Road .

It is highly altered granite , which weathers

readily and yields a yellowish to tan soil .

Somewhat altered inclusions

of Unakite granite can be seen in this outcrop.

These inclusions are

thought to be the contamination of Flag Pond granite by Unakite granite
through metasomatism.
An

This granite shows good foliation and lineation ..

extension of the biotite granite outcrop , having

southwest trending foliation , can

be

a

northeast and

seen south of the Flag Pond Post

Office in South Indian Creek .
Megascopically this granite is distingUished from the other
granites by the presence of smoky quartz and p,yrite .

It is finer

grained than specimen number 29 ( five to ten millimeters ) .

On

the

'
weathered surface scattered reddish spots can be seen which upon close
examinat_ion appear to be composed of hematite which resulted from the
alteration of magnetite grains .
Microscopically
this granite cons ists of approximately 40 per
1
cent quartz , mostly euhedral , 25 per cent orthoclase , 10 per cent
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saussurite , 13 per cent biotite , 10 per cent hornblende and chlorite and
2 per cent well-rounded zircon , apatite, pyrite , ma.gneti te 1 limon! te ,

and garnet .

Some of the quartz grains show wavy extinction .

A

photo

micrograph of this sample is shown in Figure 7 .
Sample 31 .

Coarse-gra:fned granite of the Flag Pond granite group

was colle cted along South Higgins Creek Road one mile southeast of
sample .30.

It contains a small amount of mafic minerals , and small

inclusions of Unakite .
west .

Even .though i t

Inclus ions roughly trend northeast and south
is .

a �oarse-grained granite , the felds par grains

nevertheless show rough alignment .

Upon clos e examination , cataclastic

structure could be seen . .The granite is highly j ointed and three sets
of joints can

be

This granite seems to weather more readily

discerned .

than the fine -gra ined granite s of this group .
granite occur along the west tributaries of

Several outcrops of this

Mill

Creek, North Carolina .

M�gascopically , orthoclase grains measure from two to six
centimeter in length and are highly fractured .
are scattered throughout the

outcrop .

Hornblende and chlorite

The chlorite perhaps is the

alteration product of hornblende , since it occurs chiefly as a matrix
surrounding the hornblende grains .
Microscopically the sample consists of approximately 70 per cent
orthoclase , microcline and sericite (which is

an

altered product of the

potash feldspar ) , 20 per cent hornblende , chlorite and augite and 10
per cent quartz .

The hornblende occurs as the core in chlorite which

has been altered from it .

On the slide made from this sample the

microcline appears to have replaced the plagioclase to produce a
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Figure 6 . Photomicrograph
of coarse-grained granite of Flag
Pond granite group . Note feldspar
partially altered (white and
surrounded by s evicite . Sample 29 ,
X-nicols ( 50X) .

Figure 7 . Photomicrograph
of bicdite granite of Flag Pond
granite group without perthite .
Note altered orthoclase (white )
and saussurite in left half .
Sample 30, X-nicols ( 50X) .

Figure. 8 . Photomicrograph of coarsely crystalline Flag Pond
granite . Observe well interlocked crystals of orthoclase and quartz .
Sample 31 , X-nicols ( 501) .
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should be c ons ulted for re ferences to these arguments .

The un iform

lamel�ar arrangement of perthite within the c rys tals of the granites
suggest that the mos t logical explanation for its a ppearanc e here is
replac ement or possibly exs olution .

The outl ines of felds pars are

di.tticul. t to follow due to altera tion along the edges or the grain s

In this sample s trea ks or epidote and chlorite are observed .

•

They are

not related to the alteration of biotite as observed in other samples
beca us e · the epidote and chlorite do not seem to be associa ted with
biotite .

The epidote , however , is asso ciated with Plagiocla s e , whereas

the chlorite s hows al tera ti on from hornblende .
abundant opaque mineral .

Pyrite is the mos t

llmenite grains , the edges of which are

usually altered to leucoxene , were seen in s everal places in this
section .
quartz .

Zircon and apatite occur largely as inclusions within the

A photomicrograph of this sample is shown in Figure 9 .
Sample < 33 .

Thi s is a sample of the sheared-biotite granite of

the Flag Pond granite group which was collected from a road cut parallel
to Carter Branch near BMU

112-2669 .

In the field it is dis tinguished by

good foliation .
Megascopically, the sample is a fine -to medium-grained granite .
Foliat ion of chlorite and , to a lesser degree , b iotite , can be s een in
hand specimens .

The feldspars , chiet17 micro cline and perthite ,

al though crushed and broken , neYertheless show l ineation .
Microscopically, this gran it e cons ists of a pproximately

50

per

c ent pertbite and mierocl ine ; 30 per cent quartz ; 18 per cent chlorite ,
biotite , and s ericite ; and accessory mine rals consis ting of well-rounded
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z irccn, magnetite , pyrite , and rutile .

Under high magnification , the

mottled and streaky appearance of perthite penetration could be seen
in microcline .

Rutile seems completely altered to leucoxene .

micrograph of this sample is s hown in· Figure

A photo

10 .

Unakite Granite Group
The name Unakite was proposed by Bradley

( 1874, p . 519 ) for

the

granitic rocks oc curring in the Unaka Bange of North Carolina and
Tennessee .

The description as given by Bradley follows :

The chara cter relie d upon for the separation of the s pe cies
is the c onstant replacement of the mica of common granite , or
the hornblende of the syenite, by epidote . The amount of
this ingredient present is quite variable , in some cases even
exceeding one half of the whole mass . The feldspa r present
is orthocla se , of various shades of pink, forming from one
fourth to perhaps one -third of the whole . The quartz is mainly
white , but occasionally smoky; its isolated portions form but
a small part , say one fourth of the ma s s ; it is vein ed in
structure , but this is probably not a con stant character .
Small grains of magnetite are scattered through the rock, but
not so thickly as in many granites . No other ingredients
have as ye t been dete cted .
The best exposure of Unakite

in the Flag Pond area is located

in

a deep road cut along Tenne s see Highway 81 , 500 feet south of Roc�
Fork S chool o

The Unakite granite group is named in th i s paper for

rocks found at this location .

Here the Unakite consis ts mostly of pink

feldspars , epidote , and some quartz ( Figure

11 ) .

The Unakite granite group con sis ts of coarse grained granite ,
Unakite prope r, granite gneis s , mylonite , pegmatite , diorite , and basic
rocks .

The best exposures of this group in the area may be seen along

Tenne ssee Highways 81 and

212 .
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Figure 9 . Photomicrograph of chlorite granite of Flag Pond
granite group . Note directional penetration of perthite in ortho
clase � upper left corner . Sample 32 , X-nicols ( SOX) .

I

Figure 10. Photomicrograph of sheared biotite granite of Flag
Pond granite group . Note sericite { middle) and white sutured quartz
crystals . Sample 33 , X-nicols ( 50X) .
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In the field the Unakite granite group is distinguished from the

·

Flag Pond granite group by having Unakit�_: in addition to being coarse
grained, having a greater per cent of epidote , and the characteristic
color of the soil produced by weathering .

The group generally weathers

to a red to reddish white soil , which may be seen
Tennessee Highway

81

on

the road cuts along

and 212 .

Lithologr and petrology.

Several samples from representative

areas of the Unakite granite group were collected and thin sections were
prepared .

The following field and microscopic observations were made .

Sample 22 .

This is a sample of coarse-grained granite of the

Unakite granite group which constitutes approximately 20 per cent of the
group .

It was collected !rom an outcrop 500 feet southeast of

52-3107

an

the Appalachian Trail near Devil Fork Gap .

BMA

In the field ,

large phenocr.ysts of the orthoclase measuring from four to twenty milli
meters in length may be seen in a groundmass or chlorite and quartz .
No inclusions were seen

in

this outcrop .

The large phenocrysts of

feldspar show a rough alignment in a northeasterly direction .
In hand

specimens phenocrysts of feldspar were found shattered .

The quartz grain� which are mostly colorles� have prominent outlines in
the groundmass of chlorite .

The phenocrys ts or feldspars and the

quartz grains give the rock a coarse texture .
Microscopically, the sample consists of approximately 60 per cent
orthoclase and microcline , 5 per cent Plagioclase ( albite and oligo
clase ) , 10 to 15 per cent chlorite and sericite , and 10 to 20 per cent
quartz .

Accessory minerals , such as rutile , ilmenite , leucoxene ,
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epidote , ma.gneti te , and ka olin were found .
rePlaced

by

In many places ilmenite is

rutile and rutile in turn is re placed by leucoxene .

felds pars particularly show a great deal of alteration .

The

Sericite and

epidote may be s een to enclose the grain boundaries as well as to fill
the fra c tured area .

A photomicrograph of this sample is shown in Figure

12 .
Sample

23 .

This sample is identi fi ed a s the biotite granite of
Thi s type of rock cons titutes abo�t

the Unakite granite group .
cen t of the group .
see Highway

212

10

per

The samPle was collected a half mile from Tennes

on a road cut north of Sweet Water S chool .

s pars , chiefly orthoclase , have a northeast lineation .
on the outcrop fluxion s tructure was seen .

The feld

In many places

Inclus ions of smaller

Unakite type may be obserTed in the exposure .

'
The granite seems

largely altered and sheared in pla ces .
Megascopically it is a medium-grained granite ( two to five millimeters ) .
blende .

The mafic mine rals are large� chlorite , biotite , and horn
The feldspars are

mil� to white and show good cl eavage .

The

quartz grains are colorless .

In a - micros c opic examination of this granite , the following
analysis wa s made .

It consists of approximately

15

per cent quartz ,

25

10

per cent biotite , and h�rnblende , and

50

per c ent orthoclase ,

per cent sericite , epidote , and chlorite ,

apatite , garnet , and leuco�ene .
Pletely altered to seric ite .

2

7

to

per · cent z ircon , rutile ,

Orthoclase appears to be almos t com

Since alteration along the edges of � he

grains is pronounc ed , the crystal outlines in the groundma.ss are
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difficult to discern .

Penetrations of chlorite and/or epidote into
A photo

felds pars is observed in many places on the prepared slide .
micrograph prepared from this slide
Sample 24 .

is

shown in Figure 1.'3 .

This sample represents the epidote granite of the

Unakite granite group which constitutes 25 per cent of this group .

The

sample was collected 600 feet northwest of Horn Cemeter,y near Roc� Fork
community.

This outcrop ha s numerous inclusions of Unakite .

The

fiuxi.on structure is a very prominent feature seen at exposures of the
granite .
2.'3 .

The granite contains more mafic minerals than sample s 22 and

Within a few hundre d feet of this location , the granite grades into

typical Unakite granite .
Upon close examination of hand specimens pink feldspars ( perthite )
appear to be broken .

The epidote seems to be scattered

mass along with individual anhedral grains .

the ground

in

Many pyrite grains , some of

which were completely altered to limonite , were seen in this sample .
The microscopic analysis of this granite shows that it contains
about 6 0 to 70 per cent mic rocline and perthite , 15 per cent epidote ,
and

10 per cent chlorite , seri cite , hornblende ,

biotite ,

15

per cent

quartz , and 2 per cent ilmenite , magnetite , leucox.ene , and pyrite .
many places , the quartz was observed to replace perthite .
intergrowths were also seen .

Myrmekitic

The feldspar grains exhibited cataclas tic

defor:aa t ion and quartz grains were strained .
grains were usually altered to leucoxene .

The edges of ilmenite

Magnetite in one place occurs

as segregated concentrations ; in other places it
or limonite .

In

is

altered to hematite

Quartz , epidote , and sericite have replaced orthoclase
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Figure 11 . T exture of typical Unakite . Note large porp}lyroblasts
of feldspar ( perthite ) in the grotmdma.ss of chlorite and epidote . Out
crop is 500 feet south of Ro cky Fork Scho ol , on Highway 81 .

1'

Figure 12 . Photomicrograph
of a coarse-grained granite of
Unakite granite group. Sericite
fills _ the highly fra ctured surfaces
( perthite ) Sample 22 , X-nicols ( SOX) .
•

Figure 13 . Photomicrograph
of biotite granite of the Unakite
granite group . Note sericite
filling between the crys tal s .
Sample 23 , I-nicols ( 5 0X)
•
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along fractures and along the edges of the grain .

A photomicrogr$ph of

this sample is shown in Figure 14 .
Sample 25 .
granite group .

This sample represents the Unakite of the Unakite

It constitutes approximately 10 per cent of this group .

The sample was collected from a deep road cut 500 feet south of Roc�
Fork School .
mea suring

As seen in the outcrop, large phenocrysts of perthite

from one to three centimeters in length and pink to flesh in

color are scattered in a matrix of epidote and chlorite ( Figure 11 ) .
Lineation is not recognized immediately but upon close examination it
appears that the long axis of the feldspar grains shows alignment in a
general· northeast direction .
adjacent rocks is gradational .
ish green to olive green .

The

The contact of this granite with other
The color of epidote varies from yellow
fracture of epidote is uneven .

quartz grains although very few , are clear

to

The

smoky .

Under microscopic examin�tion , pe rthite is found to constitute
approximately 50 to 60 per cent of the sample , epidote � 0 to 30 per
cent, quartz about 5 per cent, chlorite 10 per cent, and pyrite ,
magnetite , and hematite 1 per cent .
through the feldspar gra ins , thus
solidified after the feldspar .

In

In

many places , the epidote cuts

indicating

that the epidote

several grains , directional pene

tration of the epidote and chlorite into perthite gra ins
noticed .

In

has

been

one place , myrmekitic intergrowths within the perthite

have been seen .
the slide , also .
15 .

was

There are microperthite grains scattered throughout
A photomicrograph of this slide i s shown

in

Figure

Sample
group .

27 .

This is the chlorite granite or the Unakite granite

It constitutes approximately

2 5 per cent of the group . The

sample was �ollected from an outcrop one-hal! mile south of Big Branch
on Tennes see Highway Sl , near BMD

52 -1985 . A t this locality, a s well as

on road cuts northwest of Big Branch , cataclastic structures of this
granite may be observed .
field .

Little lineation , if any, col,lld be seen in the

Inclusions of typical Unakite may be seen in this outcrop.

Generally this granite is medium- to fine-grained, and this variation
could be traced within a short distance along Big Branch Road .
is the main mafic mineral .

Chlorite

Hornblende , some of which had been altered,

was observed occasionally .
The thin section prepared from this granite shows approximately

30 to 40 per cent perthite , microperthite , and orthoclase , 10 to
cent Plagiocla se (albite and olisoclase ) , 15 to
to

20 per

20 per cent quartz , 10

20 per cent chlorite , 3 to 5 per cent hornblende and biotite , and

2

per cent well-rounded zircon , ilmenite , and pyrite , leucoxene , garnet ,
and apatite .
The

The perthite and microperthite oc cur �s subhedral grains .

plagioclase occurs as subhedral to anhedral grains .

case s

In many

the edge s of the grains o f the plagioclase have been converted to
orthoclase .

Orthoclas e shows many myrmekitic intergrowths .

Biotite ,

occurring as minute grains and shreds , appears mainly to be the
alteration product of hornblende .

Chlorite seems chiefly to

alteration product of hornblende and biotite ,

be

the

Well developed micro

cataclas tic texture may be seen in this sample where twin planes of
the feldspar have been dislocated .
is shown in Figure 16 .

A photomicrograph of this sample

Figure 14 . Pllotbmicrograph
of epidote granite of Unaldte
granite group . Note microcline
twimi.ng lower part , highly altered
feldspar upper corner, and sericite
( groundn$ss )
Sample 24, X-nicols
( 50X) .

Figure 15 . Photomicrograph
of typical Unakite . Perthite is
fractured, and veined by epidote .
Sample 25 , X-nicols ( SOX)

•

Figure i6 . Photomicrograph of chlorite granite of Unakite
granite group . Note disl ocation of plagioclase twinning (lower) .
Highly altered albite ( right center ) and sericite { groundmass ) .
Sample 27 , X-nicols ( 50X) .

•
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Sample

28 .

This sample represents the coarse-grained biotite

granite of the Unakite granite group and cons titutes approximately
per cent of the group .
BME

52-1869

tures of this granite .

biotite .

Thi s sample was colle cted

on Tennessee Highway

seen in th is outcrop .

identified .

.

81 .

700

10

feet northwest of

Several inclusions of Unakite were

Fluxion s tructure is one of the outstanding fea-

In a hand specimen , biotite grains may be

In s ome places , chlorite has been se en in as sociation with

The orthoclase grains measure from two to five centimeters in

In �the inclusions mentioned above patches of epidote were seen

length .

associated with orthoclas e , and in places these minerals form the
greater segment of the in clusion .
Microscopically the following minerals were iden tified :
cline and perthite ,

10

to

15

chlorite ,
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per cent, plagioclase (albite and oligoclase )

per cent , quartz,

10

to

15

micro

20

per cent .

per cent , biotite ,

5

to

10

per cen t , and

Ilmenite, magneti te , subrounded z irc on ,

leuc oxene , and pyri te occur a s a ccessory minerals .

Repla cement by

sericite along the edges of the feldspar grains completely obl iterates
the grain boundarie s .

in this slide .

Myrmekitic intergrowths are s een in many pla ces

Occasionally , quartz will appear as granule s or irregu

lar outlines around and included in the felds par grains .

The oligocla se

seems to be altered to saussurite along the gra in boundarie s as well as
along fractures .

The outline of mos t of the grains in the slide seem

rugged and in places indistinguishable .
as well as small disseminated grains .

Biotite oc curs

in

large grains

The large biotite gra ins are

altered to chlorite as evidenced by the chlorite surroUnding the biotite
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Epidote seems to replace and to fill fractures of the ortho

grains .

clase grains .

Pyrite is the most abundan t and widespread of the opaque

Ilmenite is evenly distributed throughout this sample of

mineral s .
gran ite .

No photomicrograph of this slide was made .

l;lylonite s
The term mylonit e is not used here in the restricted sense that
Lapworth

(1885 ,

p.

558)

used it .

He gives the following criteria for

JD1'lonite :
1.

Mierobreceia t ion produced by milling

2.

Possess ion of lamination

).

Retention of coherence

4.

Pres ence of eataelastie texture

Instead , the broader definition of mylonite presented by Termier

(1928,

p.

1 ,247 )

a ppi ieable .

with s ome modification by the present writer seems more

Termier uses the term in a tec tonic sen s e to include all

ma terial formed by crushing , regardless of origin .
paper

(1928,

p.

1 , 247 )

In

he expre s s es this view clearly :

a

footnote in his
" comme tous le a

tectaniciens , nous appelons mwlonite toute ro che ecrasie , quell qu ail
e te sa nature originelle et quel que soit le type de s on ecrasement . "
In this thesis the term "mylonite zone " is used for a z one that
includes rocks which show augen texture , lamination , crushed appearance ,
and microbre cciation , regardle s s of the nature of crushing .
In Pla te II myl onite and sheared zones are identified as elongated
bodies following the general trend of the elastic rocks--a northeast
direction .

The se zone s vary from a few feet to several thousand feet thick .
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The bes t exposure s

or

these zone s in the Flag Pond area may be

seen on a secondar,y road connecting Lizzie Branch Road to Clearbranch
Road .

The field appearance of this zone is shown

in

Figure 17 .

The mylonite z mes and the shear z ones show little resis tance

to

weathering , the product of which is large� a white to yellow-white
soil .
Mineralogically the mylonite z me is very similar to adj oining
granite rocks .

The augen texture could be s een with the aid of a hand

lens in many outcrops .

Some of the sheared zones show highly developed

foliation and ca taclastic structure .
Six thin sections were prepared from samples taken from mylonite
and sheared zones ( see Table I for location ) .

Petrographic analysis of

the se sample s show the sheared phase of the granite to be almos t
mineralogically identical
grains

in

to

the massive phase .

The quartz and feldspar

the sheared and mylonite phase are elongated

deformation · is �ore inten se than in the massive phase .
growth of. quartz was seen in three sample s .
developed

in

many of the spe cimens examined .

and

cataclastic

�e condary

Augen texture is well
Highly fractured augen

shaped phenocrysts of orthoclase or quartz were Observed .

At the ends

of the lang axis of the phenocrys ts smaller gra ins derived from the
phenocrysts may be seen to " pinch out" away from the parent mineral .
Quartz and feldspar in every specimen examined indicate abundant
masking and peripheral shattering .

Photomicrographs prepared from the

thin sections are shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20 .
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Figure 17 . Strongly sheared
granite . Exposure is in a ditch
1 , 000 feet eas t of BMU 112-2669 , an
Carter Branch . The rule ia parallel
with the shear plane s .

Figure 18 . Photomicrograph
of s heare d granite .
Banded s tructure of chlorite and sericite
( black) , feldspa r and quartz
(white . Sample 19 , X-nicols (jOI) .

Figure 19 . Photomicrogra ph
of augen texture . Note qua rtz in
the cen ter of the augen . Sample
20, X-nicols ( 501) .

Figure 20 . Photomicrograph
of a mylonite unit . Detailed out
line of fluxion texture . Sample
21 ( SOX) .
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Pegma.tites
The term pegna tite as us ed in this paper is in the sens e used by
Anders on

( 1931 ,

p.

3)

who states tha t :

Pegmatites are mineral as socia tions cr.ys tal l iz ed in situ ,
dec idedly more c oarse-grained than s imilar mineral a s s oc ia
tions in the fonn of ordinary rocks and differing from the se
in having more irregular fabric s of the mineral aggregates .
Numerous pegmatites are found in both granite groups in the area .
It seems , however , tha t the Unakite granite group centains more pegmatites than the Flag Pond granite group .
elongated bodi e s which pinch and swell in

The pegmatites occur as
an

irregular

mann e r .

The

s iz e of the pe gmatite s varies from a few inches to two feet in width
and up to twenty feet in length .

They appear to have e ither a

concordant or a disc ordant relationship with the wall rock .
In most outcrops pegma tites of both granite groups seem to be
more res istant to cataclasis than the hos t granite rocks , and show very
little , if any , effe c t of recr.ystallization .

These phenomena were

observed to be true in mos t outcrops of t he pegma. ti te s .
between granites and pe gma. tites is not gradational .

The conta ct

There is no

bre c c iation or rotat ion of the host rock and no offshooting dikes .
No thin se ctions were prepared of the pegmatites of the Flag
Pond Quadrangle .

The mineral content of the pegmatites identified

megascopically cons is ts of felds par and quartz phenocrysts , chlorite ,
and biotite .

( orthoclase

The quartz gra ins a re milky whi te and the feldspar
and perth ite ) cr.ystals are white to pink and measure from

one to three c entimeters in length .
with quartz as a c ar e is obse rved .

In a few places a crude zonation
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Good examples of pegmatite can be s een along Tenne s see Highway
between Edwards Branch and Big Branch
mine .

( Figure 21 ) ,

8l ,

and near Higg:in Barite

The latter is easily reached by a r oad parallel to Rocky Fork

Creek ab out three-fourths of a mile north of the junction of Roc� Fork
Road with Tenne ssee Highway

81 ( Plate

II ) .

It is pos sible that the pegmatite a formed when high s ilica and
radioactive bearing volatiles invaded the weak zones of the cr.ystalline
complex and solidified . · This is evidenced by sharp contacts , non
grada tional boundari es , and lack of brec ciat ion or rotation of t he host
rocks .

If this interpretation is assumed , then the pe gmatites orig:i.na.ted

after the crys talline complex was formed and before the Buffal o Mountain
thrust took pla c e .

Ba sic Dikes

In the cr,ystalline complex of the Flag Pond Quadrangle numerous
bas ic dike s , oc curring s ingly or as multiple dikes , were found .

A

good

example of one of the s ingle dike s may be seen along Tenne ssee Highway

81

between Roc� Fork and Clearbranch Road about two miles n ortheast of

the juncti on with Tenne ssee Highway

81 .

In most cas es the contact between dikes and the countr.r rock is
dis tinct and uniform even on weathered surfa ces

( Figure 22 ) .

In a few

ca ses , however , the contacts have been effected by la ter shearing and
show minor curves and bulges .
Generally in the weathered dike s , the chilled z one c ould be
observed .

These chilled z ones suggest t hat the basic dikes intruded

after the solidification of the granites described previously .

Since
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no bas ic dikes were found to extend into the younger rocks of the Oc oee
series and the Chilhowee group , it is concluded that these dikes origin
ated later than the granites and earlier than the sedimentar,y rocks .
·

The dike s generally weather easily, and because of this they

could not be traced beyc:nd the outcrops .
therefore , a s discontinuous outcrops .

On Plate II, they are shown ,

The saprolite of these dikes is

dark-reddish to dark yellowish and easily dis tinguished from the s oi ls
of surrounding materials .
The dikes have various attitudes .

In the majority of cases the

strike is roughly northeast, and the dip or some of them is very steep.

Diorite Bodies
The writer observed three diorite bodies which have intruded the
crys talline complex in the Flag Pond area .
bodies are as follows :

Locations of these diorite

( 1 ) on a secondary road between South Higgins

Creek and Coffee Ridge Road, 500 feet from the junc tion with South
Higgins Road , ( 2) 2 , 500 feet northeas t of the second junction on Mill
Creek Road , North Carolina ,

(3)

approximately one mil e north of Slipper

Spur Gap on the secondary road .
The outcrops are exposed only along the road cuts .

The con ta cts

of the diorite bodies with the country rock are obscured by heavy vege
tation in mos t cases .

The exposed length of these bodies varies from

ten to thirty feet .
Unlike the surrounding roeks , these bodies show no foliation or
lineation .

The diabasic texture is an outstanding feature that may be
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seen clearly when the surface is wet ( Figure 23 )

o

The diorites are very

resistant to weathering .
Upon close examination the diorite is observed to be a medium
grained , dense , and mas sive rock composed of well-interlocked pyroxene ,
hornblende , and feldspar grains .
also seen .

Several sea ttered biotite grains were

The presence of hornblende and p,yroxene imparts a dull green

color to the rock.
A thin section of a sample from the same locality as the previ
ously described sample 34 was prepared .

The following minerals were

identified and their approximate percentages calculated .

About 30 to

40 per cent plagioclase ( oligoclas e , albite , and andesine ) , 5 to 10 per
cent orthoclase , 20 to 30 per cent hornblende , 10 to 15 per cent
pyroxene , 2 to 4 per cent biotite , and 1 per cent quartz , magnetite ,
ilmenite , leucoxene , and limonite .
The alteration features observed in the above specimen ar e as
follows :

( 1 ) dark relicts of plagioclase , ( 2 ) relict of augite , (3 )

in places

partial

or complete substitution of relict augite by aggre

gate s of pale green P,Yroxene and hornblende , (4) alteration of ilmenite ,
in mos t cases to leucoxene .

A photomicrograph of this sample is shown

in Figure 24 .
In

ated .

contrast to the surrounding rocks the diorites are not foli

It would appear, therefore , that the diorite bodies were either

not affected by the forces which produced foliation of the crystalline
rocks , or they were intruded into the crystalline comPlex after foli
ation had alrea� taken place .
bility is more logical .

The writer believes the second possi
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Figure 21 . Concordant
pegmatite in Unakite granite . Ob
serve strong foliation . Outcrop
is 500 feet s outhwes t of Mire
Branch on Highway 81 .

Figure 22 . Weathered
basic dike ( upper right corner)
in granite gneiss saprolite .
Outcrop is in a road cut on
Carter Branch .

Figure 2.3 . Diabasic tex
ture in diorite . Outcrop is near
a secondary road between South
Higgins Creek and Coffee Ridge ,
500 feet from its junction with
South Higgins Creek .

Figure 24 . Photomicrograph
of a diorite . Note feldspar laths
(white ) in hornblende ( dark ) .
Sample 34 , . X-nicols ( 3 0X) .
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Granite Gneiss
Granite gneis s e s occur in both granites of the Flag Pond area .
The al ternating bands of white ( feldspar and quartz ) and dark-green
( chlorite and in places , epidote and hornblende ) are an outstanding
feature ..

Some of these bands measure from one to two inches in width .

Granite gne isses are ver,y similar in lithology to adjacent rocks
in that they are mainly composed of f eldspar ( orthoclase , microcline ,
and perthite ) , plagioclas e , quartz , chlorite , epidote , hornbl ende , and ,
rarely , pyrite and magnetite .
There are foliated fine-grained gneis s es cons is ting of thin
lense s of quartz and potash feldspa� , bands of crushed plagio clase and
quartz , and straight continuous folia of chlorite and s ericite . "

These

lense s are one to three centimeters thi ck and are markedly lineated .
The c oarse-grained variety of granite gneiss c ontains lenses of
pink potash felds par measuring two t o four centimeters thick and several
centimeters long .

These lenses are ass ociated with g�anulated quartz

and finely crushed gray to gray-white plagioclas e .

Approximately

20

per

cent of the rock consis ts of crudely bran ching folia of s ericite and
chlorite ( Figure

25 ) .

Intruded basic dikes a few feet to several fee t wide are ass oci
ated with the granite gne is s .

Thes e dikes have the same mineral com

pos ition and appearance as the previously de s cribed dikes s e en in the
granites .
One of the ma j or f eatures found in the granite gneisses of the
Flag Pond granite group is the presence of is oclinal folds .

Figure

26
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illus tra tes a s triking example of the layered gneis s s�en in this group .
It is located three-fourths of a mile north of Edwards Cemete ry , al ong a
road cut parallel to the middle prong of Coffee Ridge Creek .

The is o

clinal folds have a he ight from trough to cres t of two to three fe et ,
and the fold axe s trend north soG east .

N o is oclinal structures were

seen in the banded gneiss of the Unakite granite group , which is s o
prominent in that group .
Evidence s uch as the abrupt ending of the bands and their kneaded
appearance leads one to think that the partial fus ion of the pre-exis ting
rock

may have taken pla ce among the grains to a degree tha. t allowed

freedom of the movement of the grains , or they were formed b,y the cata
clas tic processes .
No thin s ections were prepared from granite gneisses .
outcrops of granite gneis s e s
Road

( Figure 27 ) ,

The bes t

may be seen in a road cut on Old Clearbran ch

and in a road cut parallel to Rice Cree k , two miles

s outhwe s t of Fla g Pond Church .
The granite gneisses resist w eathering better t han the mylonites
and the bas ic dikes of the crystalline complex.

Origin of Granites
The origin of granites is one of the most controvers ial problems
in ge ology.

A review of the problem with particula r reference to those

gran ite s oc curring along the Tennessee-North Carolina border is g iven
in the following pa.ragra phs
Safford

(1869 ,

p.

•

170)

considered the crys talline rocks to be

sandstone , conglomerate, shale , etc o

,

which lost the ir original
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Figure 25 . Granite
gneis s of Flag Pond granite
group . The hanmer handle is
parallel with foliation .
600 feet west of t he j unction
of Highway 81 with Carter
Branch Road .

Figure 26 . Isoclinal folds of
Flag Pond granite gneis s . Outcrop is three
fourths of a mile north of Edwards Cemeter.y ,
along a road cut parallel to the middle
prong of Coffee Ridge Creek .

Figure 27 . Granite gneiss of the Unakite granite group._
is al ong a road near Faith Tabernacle Church .

Outcrop
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character and became metamorphosed by subterranean heat .

Bradley ( 1874,

p. 520) thought the epidote of Unakite granite was derived from the
constant replacement of the mica of common granite , or the hornblende of .
syenite .

Keith (1904 , p . 2 ) believed that the Cranberry and Max Patch

granites mapped in the Flag Pond area were igneous in origin and were
later metamorphos ed .

Watson (1906 , p . 173 ) thought the epidote of the

Unakite granite found in Madison County in we stern North Carolina was
derived from the interaction of the ferromagnesium constituents and
felds pirs of pre-exis ting rocks .

Wegman and Krank (1930-31 , pp . 98-99 ) ,

after st�ing some of the Unakite granites . in southwest Finland ,
concluded that in granitiz ed countr.y rock an enrichment of magnesium
gave rise to epidote .

They believe that in association with potassium,

aluminum, and silica which entered along the enriched Mg-zone , the
Unaki te granite was formed .
The restricted occurrence of crys talline complex in the Flag Pond
Quadrangle compared with its occurrence in the Blue Ridge Province , and.
its present faulted position make
conclus ion regarding its origin .

it dif ficult to arrive at a definite
Field eviden ce and microscopic obser

vations , however , provide a limited basis for suggesting possible modes
of formation or the cr.ystalline complex.
Hypothetically, the Flag Pond granite group could have originated
from pre-exis ting old metasediments by regional metamorphism.

This is

evidenced by gradational boundaries of different units of the group as
well as b,y lateral and vertical variations in texture and composition
within the units .
banded gneisses .

Structurally, it shows isoclinal folds and crudely
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The Flag Pond granite group might possibly have originated as an
independent plutonic body .

Although it lacks the homogeneity of a true

granite within the Flag Pond Quadrangle , it does show homogeneity in
other areas of northeast Tennessee and western North Carolina
granite ) according to G. D. Swingle

( personal

(Max

Patch

communication ) .

The Unakite granite group could have possibly originated as an
independent plutonic body .

However, the lack of homogeneity of the

igne ous lithlogy in the field, as well as the lack of sharp contacts
with the adjoining rocks , and the wide range in texture under the micro
s cope , tends to invalidate the above hypothesis .
The Unakite granite group could have formed by the assimilation of
aluminous sediments .

The presence of epidote , aluminous hornblende and

many rounded z ircons , and the vertical and lateral variation within a
single unit are in favor of this possibility .

However , the lack of

recognizable sedimentary features and the na ture of the faul ting which
makes it impos sible to trace the rock for any distance preclude testing
this qypothesis .

It should be n oted that the areal extent of this

process usually does not measure more than a few hundred feet or yards
at the most .

This s eems to eliminate this poss ibility, since in some

pla ces the width of outcrops of this group exceeds s everal thousand feet .
The Unakite granite group may have originated by regional meta
morphism and metasomatism .

The heterogene ity of the units within the

group , vertical , and lateral variation in texture and l ithology within
the units , gradational boundaries between different units and presence
of large amount of epidote and chlorite are field eviden ce in support
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of this pos sibility .

Petrographic ob servations such a s the presence of

unz oned feldspars , myrmekitic intergrowths and some replacement perthites
are further evidence of this pos sibility .

However , it was not possible

to trace the gradational boundary from this group into older sediments in
the area .
It does not appear possible to compare the mineral assemblage or
the Unakite group with the c ommon metamorphic assemblages .

According

to Fyfe , et al . (1958 , p . 221) , potassium felds par is virtually unknown
in low grade pelitic assemblages which contain quartz , mus covite

( seric ite ) ,

chlorite , epidote , etc .

However , potassium feldspar is

stable at the lowest grades of regional metamorphism and might pers ist
in a quartzo-felds pathic assemblage which has been subjected to later
regional metamorphism.

This may explain the mineral as semblages

observed , although it does not indicate whether the large orthoclase
crystals are relict of earlier phenocrysts or had grown meta s omatically
before the low grade regional metamorphism was superimposed.

Sedimentary Rocks

General Statement
Sa fford (1856 , p . 151 ) recognized clastic rocks in Northeast
Tenne ssee and divided them into the Ocoe e series and the Chilhowee group
of Early Silurian age .

Keith ( 1904 , p. 3 ) divided the sedimentary rocks

of the Greeneville folio into seven units unconformably over�ing the
Archean rocks

( Table II )

and classed them as Cambrian .

He recognized the
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true succession of the various lithologic assemblages but it is diffi
cult to trace these units from one folio to another .

This is probably

because his rigid concept of alternating shale and sands tone formations
did not allow for local or regional changes in facies .

He postulated

thrus t faults which resulted in apparent thickening of his units by
repe tition of beds .

King, et al o (1944 , p. 21) , working

in

Northeast

Tenne ssee recognized the sedimentary rocks as basal clas tics and
classed them as three Lower Cambrian formations , Unicoi , Hampton , an d
Erwin .

The Unicoi formation as mapped by King , et al o , is considered

to be equivalent to the Unicoi and the underlying San dsuck and Snowbird
formations of the present author ( Table II ) .
Stose and Stose ( 1949 , Po 271 ) did cons iderable work on the upper
Precambrian and lower Cambrian of the Southern Appalachians .

Their

type

section of the Ocoee series ( late Precambrian ) was observed "on the
Appalachian Trail fran Devils Fork Gap to Big Butt in the Bald Mountains
of the Greenevill e QuadrQilgle . n

Here they recognized four formations ;

namely , Hurricane graywacke , Great Smo� quartz ite , Nantahala slate and
Big Butt quartz ite .

The Hurricane graywacke , the equivalent of Keith V s

(1904, 1905 , 1907 ) Snowbird formation and Hiwassee slate , is the lower
most formation .

This forma tion , 500 to 1 , 000 feet thick, overl ie s the

granite unconformably and is overlain by the Great Smoky quartzite
which is equivalent to the Cochran conglomerate and part of the Hiwassee
slate as nB pped by Keith (1905 ) .

800 feet thick .

The Great Smoky conglomerate is 500

Above this formation is the Nantahala slate which

corres ponds to the Nichols slate described by Keith ( 1905 ) o

It is 200

to
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feet thi c k , according to Stose and Sto s e , and poorly expos e d .

Th e

fourth and uppermos t forma t ion is the Big Butt quartz ite , which is
equivalent to the Murray slate , Nebo quartz ite , an d He s s e quartzite of
Keith

( 1905 ) .

The Big But t quartz ite i s

include Hesse qua rtz ite

( Keith , 1905 )
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fee t thick .

They do not

within the Ocoee s eries .

In the opinion of the pre s ent author the Appalachian Trail is . not

a suitable location for their type s e ct ion b e cause it runs al ong the tops
of ridges where lush vegetation covers mos t exposures .

The Appalachian

Trail ha s no good exposures s ince it is a na rrow foot p1 th rather than a
road cut and , therefore, the Stose 8 s e stimates of the thicknesses of the
formations are errone ous and much too .low .

The.y state

(1949 ,

Po

271 )

that no travers e s of the heavily wooded ranges of the region were made .
From field experience the author doubts tha t they could have covered
much of the area in the Flag Pond Quadrangle s inc e most of the section
is heavily wooded .
Fault

( Figure 5.3 ) ,

It is not surprising that th ey mis sed the Big Branch
and the s econd unit of amygdaloidal basal t of the

lower Unicoi formation .

For the se reasons the clas sification of Stos e

and Stose is not us ed in this work .
Lowry

(1950,

unpublished Ph o D o thesis ) mapped the s outhwe st end

of the Mounta in C ity Window in Northeast Tenne ssee .

This area is

adjacent to the east side of the Flag Pond Quadrangle .

Lowry divided

the clastic rocks into five units which are in general agre ement with
those used in this report .

Rodgers

Ocoee serie s two units ,

the Snowbird formation and

(1)

( 195.3 ,

shale , both of which are of uncertain age .

pp .

21-42 )

re cognized in the

(2)

the Sandsuck

In the Chilhowee group he
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described three units , the Unicoi , Hampton and Erwin format ions , all of
Early Cambrian age .
The Ocoee Series
The Ocoee series was named by Safford (1856 , pp . 1 51-2) from the
Ocoee River, Polk County , Tennessee .

In

1869 he ( 1869 , pp. 183 -198)

placed the Ocoe e series (Eozoic ) , composed of conglomerate and slates ,
in the Lower Silurian .

Keith (1905 , p. 3 ) mapped the lower part of the

elastic rocks as the Snowbird formation and Hiwassee slate .

He placed

them in the Lower Cambrian but he did not recognize them as part of the
Ocoee series .
Stose and Stose (1949 , p. 269 ) placed the Ocoee series in Late
Precambrian ( Algonkian) age for the following reasons :
( 1 ) 1 The sediments or Ocoee series do not resemble tho se of
.
the Chilhowee group or other facies of lower Cambrian quartzite s
eithe r in l ithologic character or manner of deposition .
(2)
that the Ocoee s erie s and �he Chilhowee group
originated in widely s eparated areas and that their present
proximity is the result of overthrusting ; that in Tennes see ,
in the gorge of the Nolichucky River, basal beds of the lower
Cambrian Unicoi formation overl ie the Ocoee series with a
stratigraphic unconformity although without a marked angular
discordance .
.

•

•

{3 ) .
that the Ocoee series overlie s the early Precambrian
inje ction c omplex with a pronounc ed stratigraphic , structural ,
and metamorphic break and is much younger than the complex .
•

•

King (1949 , p . 634) placed the Ocoee s eries stratigraphical ly
beneath the Chilhowee group am suggested tha. t it was deposited
region of high r elief and great tectonic instability,

lNumbers in ( ) are the author ' s .

in

in a

a rapidly
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subsiding trough ( eugeosyncline ) , possibly unconformable , below the
Chilhowee group (at least locally) .

He related the Ocoee s eries to Late

Precambrian .
King, et al . ( 1958, p. 951 ) , state that the rocks of the Ocoee
series are of sedimentary origin but have been metamorphosed to varying
degrees .

They are coarse-grained and generally poorly sorted t exturally

and minerologically .

The se rocks lie unconformably on Precambrian

granitic and gneissic rocks .
Rodgers ( 1953 , p. 24 ) stated that subdivision of the Ocoee series
is very difficult and mapped the Ocoee series as undivided within the
Flag Pond area .

Much of Rodgers ' map in this area was not based on

actual experience in the field , and he points out that the information
was of an uncertain nature .

On

the basis of the detailed field work

the writer proposes the following modifications in Rodgers 1 map (1953 ,
Plate 4, Greeneville Quadrangle )
a.

•

The Ocoee series is divided into two formations , the Snowbird

and the Sandsuck, and in agreement with Stose and Stose (1949 , .e.'p • . 269) is
.

placed in Late Precambrian ( Table II) .
b.

The separate body of undivided Ocoee forming Flint Mountain

is not separated from the main boqy of clastic rock by rocks of the
basement complex, but ac�ually is p1rt of it .
c.

In

many loea tions the lower boundary of the Ocoee series on

2
the s outhern limb of the Rich Mountain syncline should be moved at

2Rich Mountain syncline refers to a syncline composed of sedi
mentary rocks extending from northeast to s outhwest in the Flag Pond area .
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least

1 , 000
d.

feet to southeas tward ( Plate II ) .
The uppe r boundary of the Ocoee s e ries on the southern limb

of the Rich Mountain syncl ine is n ot as irregular as indicated by Rodgers .
The boundary is essentially parallel to the lower boundary , except in
the southwestern s e ction ( Plate II ) .
e.

The upper boundary of the Ocoee serie s on the northern limb

of th e Rich Mountain syncl ine should be moved approximately

2 1 000

feet

Very little change in the lower boundary of the

toward the northwe st .

Ocoee serie s of the northern limb of the Rich Mountain syncline is pro
pos ed and this will be discus sed in Chapter IV .
f.

The width of the Ocoe e s eries outcrops on both the northern

and the southern limb of the Rich Mountain s.yncline is cons iderably less
than tha t indi cated

by

Rodgers ( Plate

Snowbird formati on .

(1905 ,

p.

5)

II) .

The Snowbird formation was named by Keith

from Snowbird Mountain which is located on the boundary

be tween Haywood County , North Carol ina and Cocke C ounty , Tennes see .

He

clas s ed the Snowbird formation , composed of quartz it e and interbedded
congl omerate , as being the oldest sedimentary rocks in the region .
Ke ith

(1905 ,

Greeneville folio ) extended the formati on acros s the area

of the Flag Pond Quadrangle .

The pre s ent writer is in general agreement

with the boundarie s of the Snowbird formation as pre sented by Keith .
However , his extens ions of the upper boundary of the Snowbird formation
on the southern limb of the Rich Mountain syncline is approximately .

3 , 000

feet northwe st of the actual boundary observed in the vicinity of

North Higgins Cre ek .

The small

arm of the Snowbird formation extending
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s outhwes tward from the area of North Higgins Creek across South Indian
Cre e k and jus t east of Edwards Branch was found not to be attached to
the main bcxly of t he s edimentary s equence but to be instead an outlier
separated from the Snowbird forma tion by Pre cambrian c omplex .

The

outlie r is composed of metamorphosed ro cks of the lower Snowbird forma
tion .

The lower boundary of t he Snowbird formation on the s outhern limb

of the Rich Mountain syncl ine should be on the southern flank of Flint
Mounta in ins tead of the northern fiank as drawn by Keit,h .
The lower boundary of the Snowbird forma tion is usually faulted
throughout the area ( Plate II ) .

However, there is one deep cut in

Rocky Fork Creek where traverse in the cre ek bed showed that the contact
be twe en the bas ement complex and the cla stic rocks is gradational , i o e o ,
the amount of felds par in the adjacent Unakit e granite group decreases
wit h the trans ition from granites toward the sediments .

A s imilar

transition was observed re garding the well-rounded gra ins of quartz
whi ch decrease from the sediments toward the basement complex .

This

gradational z one which is a couple of hundred fe e t thick is considered
to be the z one of unconformity .

Several traverses were made acros s

Flint Ridge in a n attempt t o find s imilar conditions

to

those on Rocky

Fork , but all failed due to th e lush vegetation and heavy coverage

o

Therefor e , t he contact al ong the s outhern slope s of Flint Mountain
be tween the sediments and the basement complex is interpolated

o

Since

this is the only local ity showing a paraconformity, it is pos s ible
that similar zones will be found el sewhere in the Southern Appalachians .
The upper b oundary of the Snowbird formation is marked at the top of
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50 feet of vitreous massive quartz ite which separates it from the over
lying Sandsuck formation .
The Snowbird formation is resistant to chemical weathering
characteristic of the Southeastern United States , due to the presence of
several quartzite units .

Unweathered units of arkose and quartz ite have

been seen capping high mo'Wltains with steep slopes such as Flint Moun 
tain and Blackpine Ridge ( Figure 28) .
Outcrops of the Snowbird formation were s een chiefly on the
southern limb of the Rich Mountain syncline , e�tending from the north
eastern corner to the southwestern edge of the area .
mation is divided into an upper a.nd a lower member .

The Snowbird for
Good exposures of

the lower member of the Snowbird formation , composed of massive arkose ,
various quartzites , feldspathic sandstone , and sandy siltstone , were seen
only on the southern limb of the Rich Mountain syncline along Roc� Fork .
Exposures of the upper member of the formation, composed of feldspathic
sands tone , pyritic and pebbly quartzite , shale , sandy siltstone , sandy
shale , silty sandstone , and argillaceous sandstone were seen along Long
Branch, Big Creek, Clark Branch," and Claus e Branch .

The members· are

differentiated by the lack of arkose in the upper member
lack of argillaceous sandstone, shale , and sandy shale
member .

and

in

by the

the lower

The 11 thology of the two members will be discuss ed separately .
Lithology of the lower member of the Snowbird formation .

The

lower member of the Snowbird formation consists of arkose , p,yritic and
pebbly quartzite , vitreous , massive quartzite , feldspa.thic sandstone ,
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and sandy siltstone .

This lower member is best exposed along Rocky Fork

in the central }:art of the quadrangle .
The lowe st unit is a gray , coarse-grained arkose 500 feet thick.
In

pla ces lenses of pyritic quartzite are seen s cattered in it .

The

microscopic analysis of a sample (14) colle cted from this arkose unit ,

1 , 200 feet southeast of the junction of Long Branch and Rocky Fork,
consists of 25 per cent orthoclase ,

12

per cent microcline , 45 per cent

quartz , 8 per cent Plagiocl ase and 10 per cent sericite o
graph of this sample is shown in Figure 29 .

A photomicro

Ab ove this unit is 200 feet

of pebbly quartz ite with well-rounded pebbles some of which measure
three to four inches in diame ter ( Figure 30) .

A vitreous, massive ,

medium-grained quartzite , without recognizable pebbles overlies this
unit . · This quartzite is 150 feet thick .

Sample number 15 collected

900 feet s outheast of the junction of Long Branch and Rocky Fork is
representative of this quartzite unit .
cemented subhe dra l quar tz

In

thin section it shows well

grains with no cement between the grains .

A photomicrogra ph of this sample is shown in Figure 31 .
The next overlying unit in the lower member of the Snowbird
forma tion is a layer 100 teet thick of medium-grained feldspathic
sandstone .
s ize .

It is highly j ointed , thin-bedded and of uniform grain

The best outcrops could be seen in a jeep road just southeast

of the Long Branch junction with Rocky Fork.
A layer of sandy siltstone separates the lower member and upper

member of the Snowbird formation .

Due to contortion in the silts tone

caused by movements of the Big Branch fault , bedding planes in this
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Figure 29 . Photomic rograph
of arkosic quartzite of the lower

Figure 28 .
Lower Snowbird
quartzite outcrops . Beds dip steeply
Picture
to the left ( Southeast) .
taken from a ridge 1 , 000 feet north
we st of junction of Long Branch and
Roe� Fork Creek .

Snowbird formation .

30. Pe bbly quartz ite of -the
lower Snowbird fo rmati on . Well-round ed
pebbles ( whi te) of vein quartz se.en in the
.

Figure

center and above the ruler .

800 feet northwe st of the

Note well

rounded quartz and feldspar grains .
Sample 14 . X-nicols ( 3 0X) .

Rocky Fork ,

che cking s tat ion

.

Figure 31 . Photo
massive quartz ite
of' lower SnOW'bird formation .
Observe well-cemented sub�
hedra.l quar tz grains . Sample
15 , I ni cols (301) .
micr ograph or

-
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unit are comple tely destroyed .

A crushed and crumbled layer of san�

s ilts tone shown in Figure 32 is all that remains .

The sand gra ins in

this siltstone oc cur as irregular "patches" within a groundmas s of silt
siz ed pa rticle s .

The quartz grains that make up thes e sand patches are

smok;y-gra7 in color and of medium s iz e .
Lithology ot the uppe r member of the Snowbird forma tion .

The

upper member of the Snowbird formation consists of several alternating
layers of various quartz ite , feldspathic sandstone , sandy sil tstone ,
sandy shale , argillaceous sands tone , s ilty sandstone , shale , and sandy
shale .

The total thickness is approximately 1 ,400 to 2 , 000 !eet .
The lowermos t pa rt of the member consis ts of 100 feet of sandy

shale .

Along the Big Branch fault this shale is crumbled and distorted

s o that bedding planes are obliterated .

Thin section of this unit

reveals euhedral crystal s of quartz in a ma trix of distorted shale and
clay minerals .

The se euhedral quartz grains exhibit well developed

undulatory extinction .
Figure 33 .

A photomicrograph of this sample is shown in

The sample was collected from the headwaters of the first

northern tributary of Rocky Fork .
sands tone .

Above this unit is 200 feet of silty

In thin s ection s tudies , sample number

17 collected 300 feet

north of the junction of Long Branch and Rocky Fork shows well to sub�
rounded quartz grains cemented with s ilt particles .
of this sample is shown in Figure 34 .

A photomicrograph

Upon close examination in the

field this silty sandstone shows graded bedding on a minute s cale .
Above the san� siltstone unit is 100 feet of p,yritic quartzite
without pebbles .

The pyrite is s cattered throughout the unit and is
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mation .

Figure .32 . Contorted sandy s iltstone of lower Snowbird for
Along a jeep road near Long Branch .

Figure .3.3 . Photomicrograph
of sandy shale of the upper Snowbird
formation . Anhedral quartz grains
( center) in a clay mineral matrix.
Sample 16 , X-nicols ( 50X) .

Figure 34 . Photomicrograph
of silty sandstone , of the upper
Snowbird for.mation o Note well
rounded quartz grains , cement��'ti by
silt particles . Sample 17 ,
I-nicols (30X) .
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rarely localized in small pockets .

The best exposure of this p,yritic

quartzite may be seen on Rocky Fork and Clark Creek .

It is a medium

grained quartzite with approximately 2 per cent feldspar .
The p,yritic quartzite is overlain by 300 feet of feldspathic
sandstone .

It is a medium- to fine-grained sandstooe with coarse feld

spar grains making up approximately 1 5 per cent of the rock o
ally, pyrite grains are
unit .

sea ttered

Occas ion

throughout the lower portion of the

The feldspa thic sandstone shows graded bedding which

utilized in determining the attitude of bedding .
may be seen on North Higgins Creek .

can

be

Exposures of this tm.it

Above the feldspathic sands tone is

a gray to brown- gray shale unit 100 feet thick which at some Places
thins to only 5 feet .

This shale may, in sore places be quite sandy,

and oc casionally it contains well- rounded grains of feldspar that are
usually weathered .
The shale unit

is

overlain by 100 feet of pebbly quartzite .

This

is one of the high ridge forming units of the member, since it resists
weathering .
three

to

It is gray to whitish gray , with pebbles ranging from

ten millime ters in diameter .

The pebbl es are commonly derived

from vein quartz though a few were re cognized as feldspar .

In

the

outcrop, the weathered feldspar pebble s give rough surfa ce to the roc�
Exposures of this unit may be seen on Mill Creek , North Carolina , Clause
Branch and the junc tion of Chigger Branch and Clark Creek .
Above the pebbly quartzite unit

is

a second unit of alternating

sandy shale and siltstone very similar to that in the lowermost part
of this member except that bedding planes are preserved and could be
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easi17 recognized in the field .

This unit has

an

average thickness of

150 feet , but min imum and maximum thiclmess may range as much as 50 feet
from this average .

Good exposure could be s een along a j eep road

parallel to Rocky Fork and North Higgins Creek .

Above this unit is the

second pebbly quartz ite unit 100 feet thick and ver,y similar
and pebble content to that of the first unit· mentioned above .

color

in

The pebbly

quartzite unit grades into a vitreous, massive , well-cemented quartzite ,
which is rather clean , white, and without pebbles .
There is another unit of vitreous quartzite o� the same descrip
tion which is utilized a s an alternate horiz on marker
Sandsuck formation .

separate the

When one of the se two units was absent the other

unit was us ed in determining the boundary.
is usually 50 feet thick and the lower one
graphic thiclaless .

to

The upper most quartzite bed
is

around 200 feet

in

strati

Between these two quartz ite units is an alternating

argillaceous sandstone and shale of about 200 feet thickness , which is
brown

to

bluish brown in color .

Good exposures of alternating quartzite

units and argillaceous sandstone may be seen on Big Branch near the water
fall s .
The Sandsuck format ion was named by Keith

Sandsuck formation .

( 1895 , p. 3) for the exposures on Sandsuck Branch of Walden Creek,
Sevier C ounty, Tennessee .
"There were no variations

Ace ording to Keith in the type section ,
in

the formation and it consists of bluish

gray shale with lighter-gray bands o
yellow

in

color . "

When weathered the shale is dull
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Keith (1905 ,

Po

3 ) used the name Hiwassee slate for approximately

the same forma tion with the exception of including calcareous beds
which are interstratified with the slate s .
:in

Ferguson ( Oriel 1950,

Po

23 )

studying Keith ' s Sandsuck type area finds that the formatioo contains

same lenses of conglomerate not described by Keith .
'+be formation above the Snowbird in the Flag Pond Quadrangle was
found to be lacking the calcareous beds of the Hiwas see and containing
thin beds of conglomerate which have been reported to be present in the
type area of the Sandsuck ..

Thi s led the writer to believe that the name

Sandsuck should be used for the formati on above the Snowbird , s ince it
has priority and also the Flag Pond Quadrangle is closer to the type
locality of the Sandsuck formation .
The Sandsuck formation outcrops on both sides of the Rich Mountain
syncline .

Best exposure can be seen on a jeep road parallel to Rocky

Fork north of Long Branch, Clark Creek , and the southern slope of Snake
den Ridge .

The thickness of the Sandsuck formation is approximately

1 , 000 to 1,400 feet o

The thinn e r re gion is on the northeast flank of the

Rich Mountain syncline ; thickening occurs toward the southwest .
The arkose and feldspathic sandstone

or

ridges such as Snakeden and Green Ridge Knob .

this formation tops high
Very steep slopes result

from weathering of the shale and siltstone part of the formation .

The

soils produced by weathering of shale and siltstone o! the formation are
red to reddish brown in color .
The lower boundary of the Sandsuck formation is placed at the
top

of a vitreous quartzite of the Snowbird fonnation o

The upper
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boundary with the Unic oi formation :iB formed by a thick unit of c onglom
erate of the l owermos t unit of Unic oi formati on .
Lithology of the Sandsuck formati on .

The Sandsuck formation

is differentiated from the Snowbird formation by having cros s -bedded
sandstone , slate and micaceous sandstone , and by lacking pebbly quartzite
and pyritic quartz ite .
The Sandsuck formation consists of various units of shale , san�
shale , sandy siltstone , arkos ic quartzite , sandstones , slate , and
micaceous sands tone .
The lowermos t unit is a brown shale la7er

50

to

100

feet in

thiclme ss , which se para tea this formati on from the Snowbird formation .

In some places it thins out to as l it tle as
seen along Chigger Creek and Clark Creek .
contains

2

to

3

5

fee t in thiclmess , as is

Locally',

at lea s t , it

feet of congl omerate .

Congl ome rate was s een in two places ,

one on the Chigger Creek

traverse where it could not be traced al ong s trike and the other an

North Fork Sill Branc h , in the nor theas t corner of the area , where it
was even more local ized .

The shale , usually brown to buff color pro

duces very loos e s oil .
The next overlying unit is

200

feet of ma s sive arkosic quartzite .

Huge blocks formed during mechanical weathering of this unit cause
difficulty in passage in Rocky Fork and Devil Fork Creeks .

Coarse

euhedral cr.ystals of feldspars are contained in a well cemented ma trix
of gray· t o dark gray quartz ite .

This unit is overlain by a

100 f oot

thick unit of sandy silts tone and shale, which is thin bedded and shows
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The best exposure of this unit is

remarkably well developed banding .

along Clark Creek where the alternating greenish to gray bands of silt
s tone and shale give an outstanding feature to the outcrops .
Above the sandy shale and siltstone unit is a feldspa.thic sand
stone , gray to gray-white in color .

Highly developed graded bedding is

usually displayed throughout the entire stratigraphic thickness of the

100 foot outcrop .

The weathering of feldspars at the surface gives a

porous feature to the rock .

A thin section of the feldspathic sandstone ,

sample 12 , collected on a logging road as it turns sharply north

on

Snakeden Ridge shows well interlocked grains of feldspar with subrounded
quartz grains .

The mineral analysis show:s approximately 15 per cent

felds par ( albite , oligoclase , and microclase ) , 75 per cent quartz , some
of which shows s train shadows and 7 per cent clay minerals , pyrite , and
acces sor,y minerals .

A photomicrograph of this sampie is shown in

Figure 3 5 .
Overlying this unit is a slate which has a maximum thickness of
50 feet .

It is brown to chocolate-brown in color with well developed

slaty cleavage .

This unit could be traced along the southern flank of

the Rich Mountain syncline and be st exposures are on the jeep road along
Rocky For� Creek , Big Branch , and North Higgins Creek .

The

slate is

overlain by a second unit of arkos ic quartzite of this same formation .
It is ver,y similar to the first unit, and is about 2 00 feet thick .
The arkosic quartzite is overlain by 100 feet of sandstone that
is highly cross-bedded .

This distinctive feature was utilized in

determining the top and bot tan

of

the overturned beds

•

It is a fine- to
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medium-grained sandstone , poorly cemented , and in pla ces argillaceous .
Good exposures of this unit may be seen on Devil Fork Branch , Big Branch ,
and Blockstand Cre ek .

50

The next unit above the cro ss-bedded sands tone is

fe e t or san� sil ts tone , greenish to greenish brown in color, which

in turn grade s into the las t unit of the Sandsuck formation .
This last unit is a micaceous sands tone
flake s concentrated in bedding Plane s .

100

feet thick with mica

The sands tone itself i s medium

to coarse-grained with a white gr� buff color and is highly j ointed .
Occasionally large pebbles have be en seen in the local itie s along North
Higgins Creek and the

headwaters

of the middle fork of Ca s s i Creek .

thin sec tion of micaceous sands tone , sample

13 ,

A

was coll ected from an

outcrop at the headwaters of the first south ern prong of Blockstand
Creek .

It shows well-round ed quartz grains , with mica flake s pos sibly

chlorite or mus covite,

concentrated on bedding Plane s .

fine -grained clay material .

A

The matrix is

photomicrograph of a thin s ection is

36 .

shown in Figure

Chilhowee Group
Safford

( 1856 ,

pp .

152-3 ; 1869 ,

group for the Chilhowee Mountain
Keith

( 1905 ,

p.

3)

pp .

( Sevier

198-203 )

named the Chilhowee

and Blount County ) , Tenne s s ee .

subdivided the group into Cochran conglomerate ,

Nichol s slate , Nebo quartzite , Mllr r� slate and Hesse quartzite .
he

( 1907 ,

p.

3)

Later

stated that Hiwas s e e and Snowbird were equal to the

Unicoi formation ; the Nichols slate and Cochran conglomerate were equal
to t he Hampt on s hal e; and He sse qua rtzite , Mur � slate , and Nebo
quartzite were equal with the Erwin quartzite .
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Figure .3 5 . Photomicrograph of telds pathic sandstone or
Sandsuck formation . Albite twinning dark upper lett c orner ,
ol igocla se twinn in g with altered edges , lower and center , and
quartz . Sampl e 12 , X-n icols ( ;ox)
•

Fisure ,36 , Photomicrograph ot micaceous sandstone of Sandsuok
formation . Not e well-rounded quartz sraine with s train shadows ,
cemented by micaceous and cla;y mineral s . Sample 13 1 I n i c ol s ( SOX)
-

•
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Since Keith was inconsis tent in mapping formations from one folio
to another and in naming his subdivisions , the present writer adopted the
class ification used by most workers in northeast Tennessee , particularly
that of King , et al . ( 1944, p . 27 ) , which divides the Chilhowee group
into three formations , Unicoi, Hampton and

Erwin

( Table II ) .

In

many

places King , et al ., have indicated the presence of Scolithus in the
Unicoi formation ( p . 38) , Hampton formation ( p . 37 ) and Erwin format ion

( p. 31) .

This writer generally agrees with their classification but was

not able to find Scolithus in any
rna

or

the above mentioned formations

pped in the Flag Pond Quadrangle .
King ( 1949 , p. 513 ) placed the Chilhowee group in the Cambrian .

Later King , et al . (19 5 8 , p . 964) , designated the uppermost fos silif
erous zone of the Chilhowee group ( Helenmode formation ) as Cambrian and
the remaining unfossiliferous formatioos below it as Precambrian ,
although he states (1949 , p. 641 ) that "grouping of the Cochran and
Unicoi with the Ocoee series is unnatural . "

Since as yet there is no

general agreement on the age of the Chilhowee group, the present author
designates the entire group tentatively as Cambrian .
The boundar,y between the Ocoee series and Chilhowee group in the
Flag Pond area is at the base of a thick conglomerate of Unicoi for.ma
ti � , which is traceable throughout the area .
The Unicoi formatioo .

Although he did not establish a type

locality , the Unicoi formation was named by Campbell ( 1899 ,
the sugge stion of Keith for Unicoi County, Tennes see .

p.

3 ) at

King , et al .

( 1944, p. 37 , Sec . G, Figure 6 ) , have shown good exposures along the
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gorge of the Nolichuc� River southeas t of Unaka Springs in Unicoi
County .

These investigators did not divide the formation into separate

members .

In the Flag Pond Quadrangle within the Rich Mountain syncline

Rodgers (1953 , Plate

4)

undivided Oc oee series .

indicated the Un�coi formation surrounded by the
It was found , however , that - the boundaries

drawn by Rodgers were not exact and also that a thick unit of the
·
Hampton !orma tion is pre sent along the trough of the synclinal structure

( Plate

II ) .
The Unicoi formation is distinguished from the Sandsuck formation

by the presence of amygdaloidal basalts and from the Hampton formation
by the presence of large amounts of quartzites and ver.y l ittle shale .
This writer se parates the formation into a lower member cons isting
of congl omerate , sandy s iltstone and shale , !eldspa thic sandstone ,
vitreous qua. rtzi te , argillaceous and cros s -bedded sandstone , pebbly
quartz ite , pyritic quartzite , micace ous sandstone , and two units of
amygdaloidal basalt; and into an uppe r member cons is ting of one
amygda loidal basalt , shale , mica ceous sandstone , slate , p,yritie ,
pe bbllj vitreous quartzite ,
�

both members are s een

on

sandy shale , and siltstone

•

Out_�rops of

the two limbs o! the Rich Mountain syncline .

The best exposures can be seen

an

a j eep road parallel to Fort Davie

Creek, North Higgins Creek , and along South and North Fork Sill Branch o
The thicknes s of the Unicoi forma tion ranges from 2 , 500 to 3 , 000 teet o
�e upper member of the Unicoi formation is differentiated from
the lower b,y a lack of thick conglomerate , feldspathic sandstone ,
massive argilla ceous sandstone and cros s-bedded sandstcne .

It contains
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only one unit of amygdaloidal basalt while the lower member has two o
The lithology of the two members will be discussed separately .
The lower boundary of the Unicoi formation is

a.n

easily traceable ,

thick unit of congl omerate which is seen on both limbs of the Rich Mountain syncline .

This conglomerate mrks an unconformity between the

Ocoee series and the Chilhowee group a � least locally .

The upper

boundary of the Unicoi formatio� is marked at b,ase by a white , pebbly
quartzite which is , in some places , lenticular and thus not traceable .
In

those places where the quartzite

�nsea o�t

the boundary is grada-

tional from sandy siltstone of Unicoi formation to the lower shale unit
of Hampton formation .
The silt stone and shale of the formation weathers easily to for.m
a reddish yellow to gray soil .

The resistant beds of quartzite and

sands tones form high ridges in the area , such as Frozen Knob, Higgins
Ridge , and Rich · Mountain , where relief may be as much as 3 , 000 feet .
Litholog,v of the lower member of Unicoi formation .

The lower

member of the Unicoi formation consists of various quartzites , canglomerate , two units of axvgdoloidal basalts , various sands tones , sandy
siltstone , and shale .
The lowermost unit of the lower member of the Unicoi formation
is twenty-five to fifty feet of conglomerate , which is observed on
both flanks of the Rich Mountain syncline .

The pebbles that cons titute

this conglomerate measure from one to four centimeters in diameter .
Seventy-five per cent of the pebbles are well-rounded quartzite and
chert and the remaining pebbles are feldSJBr , some of which are
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completely weathered to clay minerals ( Figure 37 ) .
This conglomerate is overlain by 100 feet of gray p,yritic quartz 
ite with thin alternate beds of shale .

The bef?t exposure of this unit

may be seen at the j unction of Blockstand Creek and Rocky Fork .

Above

this unit is the first unit of amygdaloidal basalt measuring from 25 to

50 feet in thickness .
Keith ( 1905 , p. 3 ) did not recognize amygdaloidal basalt on the
Greeneville folio .

In

the Roan Mountain folio (1907 , p . 3 ) 1 however, it

was recognized and called a�gdaloid .
called these rocks arnfgdaloidal basalt .
called them metadiabase .

King, et al . (1944, p. 20) ,
Stose and Stose (1949 , p. 272 )

The writer prefers amygdal oidal basalt because

this term mos t cl os ely describes the unit as seen in the field .
dark green or dull red , dense and usually a.llzy'gdaloidal .
are abundant at the top of the flows .

It is

The a.Ieygdules

The unit usually weathers to red ,

brown , or gray s oil .
SamPle 11 was collected from an outcrop on the north side of a
jeep road at the junction of Birchfield Camp Branch and North Higgins
Creek .

In

thin section it is difficult to determine the nature of the

matrix; however , the basaltic texture could be seen in the groundmass .
The minerals which fill the amygdules are identified . as quartz , chlorite ,
and calcite .

A photomicrograph ( Figure 38) shows some of the amygdules .

The most accessible exposure of the amygdaloidal basalt in the
Flag Pond Quadrangle may be seen on the second northern tributar.y of
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North Higgins Creek after entering the area from the east .

Along the

northern fianks of the Rich Mountain syncline no amygdal oidal basalt was
found .
The amygdaloid&! unit is overlain by 200 feet of sandy siltstone
and sandy shale , mostly reddish to reddish brown in color .

The siltstone

and the shale al ternatively produce bands of 2 to 4 in ches in thiclme ss
which readily may be s een in the field .
of this sandy siltstone .

Sample number 10 is an example

It was collected 1 , 400 feet north from North

Higgins Creek on a logging trail which connects this creek with Tennes see
Mill Creek .

In thin s ection well-rounded quartz grains are s een inter

spersed with well rounded feldspar in a

na tri.x.

of clay minerals .

photomicrograph of this unit is shown in Figure .3 9 .
easily to produce reddish to reddish yellow soil .

A

This unit weathers
Above this unit is

100 feet of vitreous massive quartzite , very similar to that described in
the upper member of the Snowbird formation .

In some places where it is

pebbly and n ot well cemented , it breaks along grain boundaries .

This

quartzite is one of the high ridge making units of the lower member of
the Unicoi formation .

A thin section of sample number 7, collec ted

.3 , 200 feet northwest of Big Branch Church , shows well-rounded quartzite
pebbles interlocking with subrounded quartz grains .

A photomicrographic

of this unit is shown in Figure 40 .
Fifty to 100 feet of san� shale se parates this quartzite unit
from a unit of feldspa.thic sandstone that is 200 feet thick.

Sample

number 9 was collected on a jeep road s outh or the junc tion of Broad
Branch and Rocky Fork .

In thin section it shows well-rounded quartz
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Figure 3 7 .
Congl ome rate in the lower Unicoi formation Ob serve
well-rounded and somewhat weathered pebble s .
Located on a jeep road on e
half mile from j unc tion of Rocky Fork and Long Bran ch .

Figure 3 8 .
Photomicrograph
of amygdal oidal basalt of Unicoi
formation .
Amygdule , in center,
filled with cal c ite and quartz , in
a basaltic ma.tr1Jc .
Sample 11 , I
nicols ( 50X) .

Figure 39o
Photomicrograph
of san dy ail tstone of lower Unicoi
formation o
Showing well-rounded
quartz and feldspar grains with
oligoclase twinning in a rna trix of
sil t ( clay mineral )
Sample 10 ,
X-n i co ls ( 50X) .
•
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gra ins with wavy extinc tion .

In several pla ces there can be seen

altered mieroeline grains interlocking with well-rounded quartz grains .

41 .

A phot omicrogra Ifl of this unit is s hown in Figure

In the lower

part of the felds pathic sands tone s ome graded bedding was n oticed,
wherea s , in the upper portion it is h ighly cros s-bedded .

Light gray to

dark gray is the prevailing color of the felds pathic sandstone .
Above the feldspathic sandstone is the s e cond unit of the
a.mygdaloidal basal t , varying in thickne s s from 10 to

20

fee t .

This

varia tion is perhaps due to weathering or the surface of de pos ition or
poor pres ervation of this unit .

The �gdaloidal basalt is very similar

in lithology and appearance to tha t already de scribed .

The be s t expo 

sures of th is unit could be seen on the headwaters of the Bl ocks tand
Creek and south o! Broad Bran ch and Roc� For k .
basalt is overlain by

200

red to light red in color .

The �gdaloidal

feet of mas s ive argillaceous sands tone , dark
It is a uniform, medium-gra ined sandstone

and in some pla ces mica flakes have been seen concentrated on bedding
plane .

This unit is eas ily traceable pa rti cularly along the northern

fiank of the Rich Mountain syncline .
The argilla ce ous sands tone is overlain by 100 feet of pebbly
qua rtz ite with pebbles ranging from two to ten millime ter in diameter .
A thin s ection made from samPle number 8 colle cted
of sample number
little c emen t .

7

2 , 000

feet northeast

shows well interlocking grains of quartz with very

Quartz grains show mostl1' strain shadows .

micrograph of this samPle is shown in Figure
mica ceous sandstone .

42 .

A photo

Above this unit is a

Mica flake s were observed ' as . ac cumula tions mos tly

8.3

on the bedding plane .

It is approximately 100 feet thick .

stone is very uniform medium-grained and weathers eas ily.
outcrop of micaceous sandstone

may

The sand
The best

be seen near the Appalachian 1rail on

the dee p cuts of the headwaters of Blockstand Creek .
The micaceous sands tone grades into an overlying cross-bedded
s a n ds tone of 80 feet thick .

Thi s sandstone is medium- to fine-grained,

and buff to brown yellow in color.

Excellent exposures of it

can

be

seen along North Higgins Creek , Big Bran ch , and the northern headwaters
of Blockstand Creek.

The uppermost unit of the lower member of the

Unicoi formation is a quartzite bed which is pebbly in the lower
portion and pyritic in the upper portion .
unit and an excellent marker in the field .

This quartzite is a traceab�e
.
The pebbles in the lower

portion range from four to twenty millimeter in length .
is coarse-grained and in

many

The quartzite

pla ces it shows graded bedding .

It is a

ver,y resistant unit and is the s econd ridge making unit of the lower
Unicoi member .

Good exposures of this unit

may

be seen along a trail

connecting Squibb Creek Trail to that of Rocky Fork Trail .
Lithology

of uppe r member of the Unicoi formation .

The upper

member of the Unicoi formation consists of various quartz ites , mica
ceous sands tone , one unit of a.mygdaloidal basalt , slate , and sandy
shale .
�e boundar,y between the upper and lower member of the Unicoi
formation is marked by a 50 feet thick, green to bluish-green shale .
This shale

is

well exposed on the southern limb of the

syncline ; on the northern limb it thins to 5 feet .

Rich

Mountain

Exposures of this
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unit may be seen
crosses it .

on

the headwaters of Longarm Branch where a jeep road

Above the shale unit lies the third amygdaloidal basalt

layer which is 20 to 30 feet thick and is similar in lithology to those
already described .

The best exposure of the amygdaloidal unit is in a

jeep road 300 feet north of the junction of Birchfield Camp Branch and
North Higgins Cre ek .

The amygdaloidal unit is overlain by 200 feet of

alternative layers of sandy shale and sandy siltstone
vary in thickness from one inch to five inches .
shows graded bedding on a minute scale .

In

o

These layers

places sandy shale

Overlying this unit is 10 to

20 feet of brown to dark brown slate , with prominent slatey cleavage .
The be st. exposure of this slate
Branch and

an

is

on the headwaters of South Fork Sill

a jeep road parallel to Fort Davie Creek before the road

turns to east .
The sla te unit
thick .

is

overlain by p,yritic quartzite that is 180 feet

It is gray to white gray in color and has small scattered pebbles

in places in the lower portion .

The grain size is generally medium .

A

�ple of this pyritic quartzite was colle cted north of the junction of
Rocky Fork with Fort Davie Creek on a jeep road shows in thin section
well-rounded pebble s some of which are altered .
altered grains of pyrite were noticed .
served as cement between grains .

In

several places

Occasionally altered material

A photomicrograph of this sample is

shown in Figure 43 .
Overlying the p,yritic quartzite mentioned ab ove is

80

feet of

vitreous massive quartz ite , very similar in lithology to that seen in
the lower member of the Unicoi fonnation.

It is very resistant to
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Figure 40. Photomicrograph
of a vitreous quartzite of the lower
Unicoi formation . Note the well
interlocked subrounded quartz grain
with very little cement . Sample 7 ,
X-nicols (.30X) .

Figure 41. Photomicrograph
of feldspathic sandstone of lower
Unicoi formation . Note microclin e
twinning with altered edge ( center)
surrounded by well-rounded quartz
grains . Sample 9 , X-nic ols ( sqx) .

Figure 42 . Photomicrograph
of mass ive 'quartzite o! lower Unicoi
formation . Quartz grains are well
interlocked with practically no
cement . Sample 8 , X-nicols ( 50X) .

Figure 4.3
Photanicrogra ph
of pyritic quartzite of upper
Unicoi formation . Rounded pebbles
in lower right c orner and weathered
pyrite in upper and right lower
corner (black) . SamPle 5, X-nicols
(:�OX) .
•
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weathering , breaks up into large_ blocks several feet in diameter, and
frequently results in the formation
as

:in

Figures 5 and 44 .

or

steep waterfalls in the creek beds

Above this vitreous quartzite is 120 feet of

micaceous sandstone similar to that described in the lower member of the
Unicoi formation .

The exposures of the micace ous sandstone can be seen

in a j eep road on the headwaters of Longarm Branch .
Overlying the micaceous sandstone is 200 feet of sandy shale and
siltstone al terna ting so that a banded struc ture is produced .

The bands

measure from a few mill imeter to several centimeter in thickness .

The

alternate bands of bluish to blue green siltstone and reddish san� shale
may be readily seen in the field .

Good exposure s of this unit could be

seen on a jeep road , 1 , 500 fee t northwe st or Wilson Knob .
The last unit of this member

is

a pebbly quartzite 50 feet thick.

This quartzite in Plac es is lenticular and does not show the maximum
thicknes s .

In

those instances when the quartzite lenses out it is diffi

cult to distinguish the boundary between Unicoi formation and Hampton
shale .

Good exposures of pebbly quartzite may be seen along a jeep road

parallel to North Higgins Creek and on a trail on the headwaters of
Chigger Branch .

A thin section prepared from this quartzite shows that

the wel l-rounded pebble s are mostly fractured , and that usually they are
surrounded by well-rounded to subrounded quartz grains .

In

the matrix

of the thin section in pla ces several well�rounded plagioclase feldspars
grain was seen .

A photomicrograph of sample 6 waf? collected 1 , 000 feet

north of sample 5 on the west bank
Figure 4 5 .

of

Fort Davie Creek and is shown in
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Figure 44 . Small anticline in the upper Unicoi formation .
Exposure is in North Higgins Creek , 400 feet northeast of its
junction with Birchfield Camp Branch .

Figure 45 . Photomicrograph of pebbly quartzite of the upper
Unicoi formation . Note the fractured large well-rounded pebble ,
surrounded by fragments of quart and feldspar . Sample 6 , X-nicols

c�ox) .
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Hampton formation .

Campbell

(1899 ,

p.

3)

named Hampton formation

for the town of Hampton in Carter County , Tennes see .

Butts

(1940 ,

p.

37 )

noted the presence of this formation in southwe st Virginia , but all the
forma tion he re cognized was shale .
.

King , et al .

(1944 ,

p

•

.

35,

Figure

5,

Section B ) , verified the typical outcrop of the Hampton formation in the
Doe Riv�r Gorge and Iron MolUltains near Hampton , Tennessee .

( 1953 ,

Plate

4)

Rodgers

did not recognize the pre sence of the Hampton formation

within the Flag Pond Quadrangle .
In the present s tudy the Hampton forma tion was identified as the

younge st formation of the Rich Mountain syncline , and it is suggested
that the formation should be extended to the northeast beyond the Flag
Pond Quadrangle where Ordway

(1959 ,

p.

623 )

recognized the presence of

the same formation .
The Hampton formation is found to be a c omposite of layers of
sandy shale and siltstone in lower and upper portion and quartz ite and
feldspa.thic sands tone in middle portion .

In this report no attempt was

made to s eparate the Hampton forma tion into members .
the formation range s !rom

1 , 000

to

1,400

The thiclmes s of

teet .

The lower boundary of the Hampton formation is made up at the
base of alternating beds of sandy shale , shale and sandy siltstone
which lie conformably over the pebbly quartzite of the Unicoi !ormation .
In places where the pebbly quartzite was not present the boundar,y was

found to be gradational with sandy siltstone and shale .

The upper

boundary which separates it .from the Erwin formation is at the top of
a thin layer of vitreous quartzite

10

to

20

feet thick .

One of the outstanding features of the sandy s il tstone unit of
this formation is the

mann e r

mechan ically by exfoliation .

in which it weathers .

The unit is weathered

Mechanical attack takes pla ce by way of

fre ez ing and thawing on the exposed surface s of sandy siltstone and
sandy shale , wh ich changes the volume s of minerals an d weakens the bonds
be tween them .

At the same time , the low heat conductivity of rock

limits diurnal expan s ion and contrac tion to a thin outer rind , a shell
of altered rock that is alternately tightened and loosened until it
separates !rom the ro ck within .
silts tone is shown in Figure

The

A sample of the exfoliation in sandy

46 .

be st expos ure s of the Hampton formation in the Flag Pond

Quadrangle are along Rich Mountain road cuts and trails , such as the
road eut parallel to the headwaters of North Higgins Creek, Tenne ssee
Mill Creek , and a jeep road eamecting Bearwallow Gap to the northeas t
corner of the area .
Lithology of the Hampton formation .

The Hampton formation

c onsis ts of sandy shale and siltstone , various sandstone units and
pyritic quartz ite .

It lacks ferruginous sandstone which is seen :in the

Erwin !ormati on and lacks amygdal oidal basalt units which appear in the
Unicoi formation .
The l owermos t portion of the Hampton formation cons is ts of

400

feet of al te rnating layers of sandy shale , shale , and sandy s ilts tone .
Spheroidical weathering is a typical field feature of this unit .

The

alternating sandy shale and sandy siltstme produces bands of blue to
bluish red color .

The thiclmes s of the bands vary from one to three
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The best outcrops of this unit can be seen 3 00 feet northwes t

in ches .

o t Frozen Knob on a j eep road parallel t o the second prong of North
'Higgins Creek .
A thin section of sample 4 from the above local ity- s hows s ilt and
shale particles in the groundmas s with well to subrounded quartz grains .
Some of the quartz grains s how strain shadows .
yellowish grains of limonite were seen .

In several places

The al tema ting bands are more

conspicuous with high magnification and show good bedding .

A photo

micrograph of a thin secti on is shown in Figure 47 .
Overlying this unit is 100 feet of micaceous sands tone with
It is

detrital mica flakes a ceumula ted particularly in bedding planes .
a medium-grained sandstone , white to whi te y-ellow in color .

In a few

places pebbles of one to thr ee millime ter in diameter have been seen on
the lower portion of the sands tone .
seen along a jeep road

en

Good exposures of this unit may be

the northwest slopes of Rich Mountain o

Above

this micaceous sands tone is 50 feet of p,yritic quartzite which is the
only s�ch unit in the Hampton formati on .

In lithology and field appear

ance it is very s imilar to the pyritic quartzite beds des cribed in the
upper Unicoi formation .
The pyritic quartzite is overlain b,y 250 fee t of feldspathie
sandstone , which is highly cros s -bedded as well as being ver.y fine
grained .

No thin section was prepared from this unit .

The best

exposures of felds pathic sandstone can be s een along a j eep road on
Ches tnut Knob near the s outh prong of Tennes see Mill Creek .

Above the

feldspathic sandstone is approximately 100 feet of s hale and sanQ1
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Thi s shale and sandy s ilts tone unit

s iltstone in alternating bands .

does not show spheroidical weathering as has been seen in the lower
portion of the Hampton formati on .
inche s in th iclme s s .

Overlying this sandy' sil tstone and shale unit is

a cross-bedded sands tone

100

to

150

feet thick containing some pebbles

The se pebbles mea sure two to eight millimeter in

in the lower portion .
diame ter .

The band s measure from two to five

The sandstone is fine- to medium-grained and there are

several p. tches of l imonite scattered in the outcrops .

The l imonite

pa tches give to the sandstone a yel l ow to yell owish red col or .

Good

expo sures of cross-bedded sandstone can be seen along a j eep road
between Wil son Knob and Frozen Knob .

OYerlying the cros s -bedded sandstone ie the uppermost unit of
the Hampton formation , which is a thick unit ot
s il tstone and shale .

250

to

:3 SO

feet of sandy

The be st exposures , showing alterna ting bands of

two to ten inches in thiclme es can be seen along Caee i and Painter Creek .

A thin section was made from sample

3,

which was collected

500

f ee t

southwest ot Bearwallow Gap on a road cut pa rall e l to North Higgins

Creek .

The thin s e ction shows sev eral

euhedral quartz

gra in s in

a

matrix ot

aUt and shale a il e particl e s .

Bedding of alternative bands could be

seen readily under micros c ope .

A pho tomi crograph ot the thin

shown in Figure

sect·ron

is

48 .

The be e t outcrops showing ex.tol ia tion wea therin& m&7 be seen

locality where sampl e number

Erwin formation .

at

the

3 was c olle c te d .

Keith

(1903 ,

p.

S)

the town ot Erwin , Unicoi C ounty , Tenne ssee .

named the Erwin quartzite tor

He described it as being a
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Figure 46 . Exfoliation of sandy siltstone in the Hampton
formation . The head of hanmer is parallel with bedding . One-fourth
mile south of Bearwallow Gap on a jeep road .

Figure 47 . Photomicrograph
of sandy siltstone and shale unit of
Hampton formation , showing the sub
rounded grains of quartz in a matrix
of sU t . Sample 4, X-nicols (30X) .

Figure 48 . Photomicrograph
of sandy shale of the Hampton for
mation � Note angular quartz crys
tals in a ma. trix of clay minerals .
Sample 3 , X-nicols ( 3 0X) .
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white sandstone and quartzite , 500 to 700 feet thick,
o! very uniform appearance . The strata are composed of fine
white sand, more or less cemented by secondary silica .
The
layers are very ne. ssive and show s carcely any shale and thin
sandstone , in which are found a few lower Cambrian f'os slls
'
of the Olenellus . Scoli thus borings are common on the quartzites .
•

•

•

More recen tly King , et al . ( 1944, p . 30 ) , gave the
for

name

Erwin formation

a formation con taining vitreous quartz ite, s hale , siltstone , and
}

ferruginous qua rtzites .

The

type exposure is des cribed

near

Erwin on

the N olichu cky River s outheast of Unaka Springs .
In the Flag

Pond

Quadrangle three exposures of the Erwin formation

are found in the northwest corner of the area .

They consist of vitreous

quartzite ,. interbedded shale and s ilt stone , slate , and
ferruginous sands tone .

The thickness of

the forma.t ion

the field maps ranges from 1 , 000 to 1 ,400 feet.
the Erwin
tion

t he

forma tion

three

units of

as calculated frqn

Since the upper part

of

is faulted in the Flag Pond area , in every calcula-

thickne ss was pos tulated .

The bas e of the Erwin formation is placed at the bottom of a
ledge formed by resistant white quartzite

overlies a shale unit of

t hat

the Hampton formation .
Rodgers ( 1953 , Plate 4) recognizes

t he

the Erwin formation in the northwest section
This writer has mapped three areas ,

two of

pre sence of two areas of

of

the Flag Pond Quadrangle .

whic h correspond generally

with those of Rodgers .
The best exposures of the Erwin formation can be seen on Painter
Cree� and north of the junction of the east and middle branches of Cassi
Creek .
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The vitre ous quartzites of the Erwin formation are ver,y resistant
to weathering .

In many cases they form resis tant ledges along the

slopes of the mountain which can be seen from a distance .

The shale and

s iltstone units weather easily and produce a yellow to yellow white soil .
Lithologr of the Erwin formation .

The presence of various

quartzites and particularly ferruginous sandstone distinguishes the
Erwin formation from the other formations in the Chilhowee groupo

The

Erwin formation consis ts of various quartzite s , ferruginous sandstone ,
shale , slate , sll ty sandstone and sandy siltstone .
The lower boundar.y of the Erwin format ion is 20 feet of typical
clean , white vitreous quartzite that is compos ed of unifo�, �ell-rounded
It

quartz grains .

is

eas ily traceable

and

good exposures of it can be

seen along Cass i Creek , Clark Creek, and Painter Creek .
this quartzite

is

shown in Figure 49.

An

outcrop of

Above this quartzite unit

30

is

to 100 feet of shale and sandy shale which forms al temating white to
dark green bands measuring from one to four centimeters in thiclmess .
Usually the white bands are silty and dark green bands shaley

o

Good

exposures or this unit can be seen southeast of Flatrock Branch .
Overlying this sandy shale and shale unit is massive vitreous quartzite

30 to 40 feet in thickness , with occasional large quartz pebble s .

This

quartz ite is white to gray or buff when fresh, and weathers to light
colored surfaces .
Sample 1 was collected from an outcrop of this vitreous quartzite

2, 000 feet north of the junction of Cassi Creek with the East Fork of
Cassi Creek.

A thin section prepared from this specimen shows well
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cemented and fine textured quartz grains and in s ome plac es it is diffi
cult to see the outlines between adjacent gra ins .

In other places very

little silica ce.rre nt could be seen between the grains .

A pho tomicro

graph of this sample is shown in Figure 50 .
Above this qua rtzite unit is the first hematitic and glauconitic
sandstone .

The hematite and glauconite covering the grains , as well as

acting a s a cement, give s the sandstone a reddish color o

The sandstone

is dense , massive , and uniformly medium-grained with well- to subrounded
quartz grains .

'lhe thickness of this ferruginous sandstone is from 20

to 40 feet, and the best exposures of it can be s een in Painter Springs
and about 2 , 000 feet north of the junction of Middle Cas si Creek with
the Ea st Fork of Cas si Creek.
Overlying the ferruginous sandstone is 30 to 40 feet of shale with
lenses of slate .

The slate is brown to black-brown in coloro

cleavage is well developed in most of these sla te lenses .

Slaty

Good exposures

of the shale and slate lenses could be s een in Painter Cre ek and Cassi
Creek .

The se cond unit of ferruginous sandstone lies above this shale

unit and can only be differentiated by s tratigraphic position .
not as thick as the first ferruginous sandstone unit .

It is

The maximum

thicknes s of the unit is Clll y 15 feet and it is diffi cult to follOW'
along the strike .

Lithology and appearan ce of this unit is very similar

to that of the first ferruginous s andstone unit .
Above this second ferruginous sandstone unit is 100 feet of
mas sive and , in places , pebbly vitreous quartzite .
dia.rrv3 ters of five to twE.Il ty millime ters.

The pebble s have

The quartzite is white when
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The best exposure of

fresh and . in weathered surfaces it is reddish .

this unit can be s een on the East Fork of Casei Creek .
pebbly quartz ite is

100

to

1 50

Overlying the

feet of shale and silty sandstone in

alternating bands measuring one to four centimeters in thiclme s s .

A

pebbly quartzite overlies this unit with well-rounded quartz pebbles
ranging from one to four centime ters in diameter .

150

This unit is

f eet in thicknes s and eas ily traceable in the field .

of it can be s een along Clark Creek and Painter Creek .
is

120

to

150

100

to

Best exposures
Above this unit

feet of shale and sanqy shale s imilar to those mentioned

above with the exception that graded-bedding was observed in the sandy
shale .

Good exposures of this unit occur in Hell Hollow and northeast

of the j unction of North Fork and Painter Creek .
The shale and sandy shale is overlain by the third unit of hema
titic and glauconitic sands tone .

It is finer grained sandstone than

those previously des cribed and the per cent
than in the two units described above .
from

5

to

15

feet at maximum .

o!

glauconite seems less .

The thickne s s of this unit is

Good outcrops of this can be seen along

the headwaters of Middle Fork of Cas si Creek .
The uppermos t unit in th e Erwin formation is sandy s iltstone ,
sandy shale and interbedded sha.ly sandstone of
thiclmess .

100

to

150

feet in

The appearance of this unit is very s imilar to thos e

alrea� mentioned in this formation .
A thin section was nade from sample

2

which was collected

800

feet north of the junction of Cassi Creek and East Fork of Cass i Creek .
It shows angular quartz and feldspar gra ins cemented by clay minerals .
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The quartz grains show s train shadows .

In

some of which are weathered, are seen .

A photomicrograph of this thin

section is shown in Figure 51 .

several places , pyrite grains ,
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Figure 49 . Ledge making vitreous quartzite of the Erwin
formation . Beds dip to the right . Outcrop is at the junction of
the East and Middle Forks of Cassi Creek .

Figure 5 0 . Photomicrograph
of vitre ous quartzite of the Erwin
formation . Note well interlocked
grains with little cement . Sample
1 , X-nicols (30I) .
·

Figure 51 . Photomicrograph
of shaly sandstone of the Erwin
formation . Observe angular quartz
and feldspar ( center ) cemented b,y
shale . Sample 2 , X-nicols ( .30X ) .

CHAPTER IV

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Regional Structure

The faulted and folded belt of the Appalachian Mountains extends
from Alabama to Newfoundland o

The physiographic provin ce of the Blue

Ridge within this belt rises in Southern Pennsylvania and continues
s outhwe stward , in acc ordan ce with the gene ral trend of the Appalachian
sys tem, to the northern sec tion of Georgia o

The Blue Ridge Prov ince is

separated from the Great Val ley section of the Ridge and Valley Province
by marked topographic breaks on the northwe st and by the PiAdmcrtt
Province

an

the s outheast .

The direction of the Blue Ridge as a wh ole , as well as the minor
divides within it � is tor the most part independent of structure o

The

rocks a re me �orphosed and show but sl ight difference in resis tance to
weathering o

Linear ridges of continuous trend

the we stern s ide of the province in

a

are

found generally on

belt of me tamorphosed Cambrian and

la te Precambrian rocks compos ed of quarts ite , slate , s chists , conglomer
ate and s ome less altered b eds o

Ac cording to Keith

(1927 i

Po

154) ,

the

we s tern botmdary of this province is de termined by the limit of over
thrust of the metamorphos ed rocks on the unaltered l�eetane of the
Ridge and Valley Province .

King

(1950,

PP o

645-47 )

doe s not agree with

this concept since the thrus t z one is not continuous along the front as
indicated by the finding s of Cloos

(1948,

Po

2 , 162 )

who does n ot
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recognize it in South Mountain , Maryland . Kesler

( 1940,

Po 2Sl ) d oub ted

its extension of the thrust sheet in the Cartersville , Georgia , a rea and
King

(194.3 ,

others

p.

(1944,

29)
pp .

Central Tennessee

could not i'ind it in Northern Virginia .

10-1.3 ) ,

( Smoky

King , and

recognized the fault only in Nor th ea s t and
thrus t and Hols ton thrus t )

v

Intense faulting and foldin� is c ommon in the Blue Ridge Pr ovin c e .
It is generally bel ieved that orogenic activity of the late Paleoz oic
was re spons ible for most of the maj or structures of t his region o
Great Smok,y overthrus t named by Keith

(1927 ,

Po

pronounced of the s e late Paleoz oic s tructure s .

154 )

The

is one of the most

It is a low angle

thrus t fault tha t s trike s to the northeas t and dips to the southeas t .

Along the northwes tern edge of the Blue Ridge the thrus t faults gener�
dip at low angles to the southeas t , although locally reversal s of dip
occur .

Within the Blue Ridge Province , many high angle thrus t faults

occur , such a s Devil Fork Fault in Flag Pond Quadrangl e o

Local Structural Features

The Flag Pond Quadrangle is near the we s te rn border of the Blue
Ridge Province in the Unaka Ran ge .

Charac teristic folds and faults of

th� Blue Ridge Province are well di splayed in this area .

Outstanding

s tructural features include thrust faults, �lonite z one s , the Rich
Mountain syncl ine , a transve rse-gravity fau1 t, and extensions of the
s outhwes t end of the Mounta in City Window .
Two factors make identificati on of the thrus t faults easier in
cla sti c s ection ;

(1)

Discontinuity of the format ion such a s seen
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in Big Branch and Clause Branch , (2) repetition of the formations in the
upper Chilhowee group such as those seen in the northwest portion of the
area .

In

the crystalline ro cks , however , mylonite zone s are the chief

evidence of faulting .
Structures of the Basement Complex
General sta. tement .

The general appearance of the basement com

plex indicates that it has undergone a long and complicated structural
historyo

Its origin is complex and comparatively obs cure .

The effe cts

of deformation have greatly altered the original character of the rocks .
Description of the structural feature s .

In the following

sections the structural features of the basement rocks are described .
These features are grouped in three categories ; ( 1 ) those related to
shearing , such as crushed z ones and mylonite , cataclastic foliation and
linear features , ( 2 ) those related to mineral alterations , and ( 3 )
minor feature s such as cleavages and joints .
Structures related to shearing.

Ev idence indicates that the

basement rocks of the Flag Pond Quadrangle were subjected to
of shearing .

periods

One is marked by the presence of cataclastic gneiss

which is highly foliated and silicified �

This shearing probably devel

oped early since subsequent faulting has offse t the foliation
rocks .

two

in

these

The other, marked by the presence of mylonite and crushed zones

with little or no silicification , could have oc curred during late
Pale oz oic deforma tion .
Cataelas tic foliation .

In the crystalline complex,

foliation is characteristically represented by thin l�ers of one or
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more conspicuous minerals such as feldspar, chlorite and q-uartz o
parallelism is not the result

of

This

stratification of pre-existing rocks

because the thin layers are not felted and the controlling minerals are
seen megascopically as a disconnected groupo
Cataclastic foliation is thought

to

have occurred prior to the

late Paleoz oic deformation , since in many outcrops the foliation is cut
by late faulting .
One of the best examples of cataclastic foliation is in an
exposure one-half mile south of Willis ' Store in a cut of Coffee Ridge
Road .

In

this outcrop rocks of the Flag Pond granite group are present

and have been ground extremely fine .

The outcrop consists mostly of

thin lenses of finely crushed quartz and feldspar embedded in a lustrous ,
siliceous matrix.
A finer-grained variety of cataclastic foliation intercalated

with coarse-grained crushed granite and massive granite of the Flag Pond
granite group was seen in an outcrop in a road cut parallel to South
Higgins Creek .

Here gray to dull gray, fine-grained.. potash feldspars, and

quartz were seen in a siliceous matrix of epidote and chlorite ..

Off

setting of the cataclastic foliation in this outcrop is not as
noticeable as that seen in the exposures south of Willis ' store

( Figure 52 ) .

The foliation produced in cataclastic gneis s has the

same general strike and dip as the mylonite and crushed zones .
Crushed zone s and IIlYlonites .

Mylonites and crushed zones

are the most conspicuous structural features of the Precambrian crys
talline rocks of the Flag Pond Quadrangle .

Where the basement rocks
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Figure 5 2 . Ca taclastie granite gneiss . Foliation (parallel
with hammer handle ) is folded and faulted indicating a minimum of two
periods of deforrna. tion . Exposure is one-half' mile south of Willis 1
store on a road cut .
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were carried over the sedimentar.y rocks along thrus t faults , they were
generally crushed into mylonite s and sheared rocks .
and sheared rock in the Flag Pond Quadrangle
several hundred feet in widt� .

vary

Zones of mylonite

from a few feet to

Foliation in the se zones is grossly

parallel to the faults .
Mylonites are be st developed along the bases of the thrus t sheets .
The distribution of the se deformed rocks is indicated on the map of the
Flag Pond Quadrangle ( Plate II ) by a wavy symbol .

They indicate the

presence of high angle thrus t faults with a general northeast strike
with some exceptions and a southeast dip varying from 5 oo to 700 .
Because of poor outcrops it is not known if the mylonite z ones
are continuous .
tural .

On Plate II the extensions of these zones are conjec

Rodgers ( 1953 ) on Plate 4 of the geologic map of East Tennessee

interpreted several of these �lonite and sheared zones in the Flag Pond
Quadrangle as the Devil Fork Fault .

He named it for Devil Fork Creek

which is approximately parallel to the fault line
corner of the area .

in

the southwest

Rodgers :indica ted the Devil . Fork Fault

as

cutting

acros s the southern portion of the quadrangle and splitting near
Rocky Fork Commun ity .

The northeast branch ( according to Rodgers )

extends to the clastics of the Flag Pond area and the southeast branch
extends toward the clastics of the s outhwest end of the Mountain City
Window .

The writer was not able to trace the fault as outlined by

Rodgers northeast of Rocky Fork Community .

From the Rocky Fork Community

to the southwest corner of the quadrangle , however , the fault was found
to be as Rodgers had suggested .
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Devil Fork Fault has local as well as regional structural signifi
cance .

Rodgers ( 1953 , p. 142 ) postulated that the Bald Mountain thrust

she et was split into two sheets by the Devil Fork Fault where it extends
into the basement complex .

Locally i t represents the presence of high

angle thrust faults in the Precambrian crystalline complex .

Regionally

the Devil Fork Fault cuts the Flag Pond granite group as well as the
Unakite granite group indicating that it occurred after the formation of
crystalline complex and prior

to

late Paleozoic deformation .

Other mylonite and crushed zones were observed in the Flag Pond
Quadrangle but could not be traced for any dis tance as was the Devil
Fork Fault .

This could be done only after more detailed field work is

completed in adjacent areas .

Their general trend , however, suggests

that perhaps they were formed during the same period of deformation as
Devil Fork Fault ( Figure 53 ) .
Linear features .

Two types of lineation were recognized in

the basement rocks of the Flag Pond Quadrangle; ( 1 ) the more prominent
·
type is lineation which is as sociated with foliati�n and shows the same
general trend N 6o-70° E , ( 2 ) the second type was found in the massive
granite of the Unakite granite group where large phenocrysts of feldspar
( perthite ) show
In

a

general direction of N lQ-20°

E.

the firs t type the long axis of the feldspar and quartz are

parallel with the direction of foliation and the shorter axes are
perpendicular to it .

This type is believed to be secondary flowage
I

lineation which could have originated before late Paleaz oic deformation .
In

the second type the lineated mineral s are granulated and strained .
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It is presumed that the tectonic forces involved caused the elongated
feldspars to gradually rotate and assume .the present position .

The

feldspars were battered by the process and became granulated and fraetured .

These probably originated during late Paleozoic deformation .
Exampl es of the first type can

seen in many outcrops of
"
crushed granite, and good exposures of the s econd type may be s e en in
be

Unakite granite on Tenn e ssee Highway 81 , 5 00 feet south of Rock.y Fork
School .
Mineral alteration .

In

the basement complex many alteration

products can be s een megascopically

as

well as microscopically.

The

alteration products which are identified in the field are epidote ,
chlorite , hematite , ilmenite and pyrite .

Biotite , sericite , leucoxene ,
.·

and clay minerals were prevalent in most samples examined mieroseopically.
Chlorite, which was seen in mos t outcrops, appeared to be the
alteration product of biotite , hornblende and augite .
the entire outcrop consists of chlorite .

In

some places

Hornblende and biotite

appeared in some outcrops as unaltered or partially altered grains ,
whereas garnet and augite were rarely s e en in the unaltered for.mo
Biotite appeared to have originated in two ways .

First , indi-

vidual crystals seemed to have been formed during a metasomatic or
assimilation process and s econd, alteration halos of biotite occurred
around grains of hornblende .
Sericite is one of the most common alteration products recognized .
It was probably derived from felds pars ( orthoclase ) or mus covite since
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i t surrounds nuclei of felds par cr.ystals or completely rePlaced muscovite .
In ever,y thin section examined this type of alteration was seen .
Epidote , which apparently is the alteration product of t he feld

s pars and terromagnesium minerals ,

occurred as grains along fractures and

as pods .
In a few samPles ver,r tine-grained minerals ( saussurite ) were
s een to surround the plagioclase feldspars .

In some cases the minerals

Callple tely- repla ced it .
Ilmenite was seen as an accessor, mineral in a few sampl es of the
basement complex .

Leucoxene , one ot the alteration products of the

titanium minerals 1 usually appeared as a c oating or as a pots on the

ilm.eni te grains .

A few grains of rutile als o were seen in some eample s .

Another type or al teration which can be s �� particularly in
cataclastic sneisses is re cr,ystallization.

The crushed and gran�ated

rock material s were silicified by addition ot silica solutions and the
product is a hard , tough and mas sive granite gneiss .

Silicified granite

gneiss can be s een three-fourths of a mile an Co ffee Ridge Road south of
Willis 1 s tore , or em Tenne ssee Highway 81 , north of Flag Pond C ouummi t7.
Recr;ystalliza tion is seen in joint planes , particularly in the
Unakite granite group.

Where j oint plane s are covered with a mineral

film. l es s than one millime ter

in

cOilpound of bema ti te and p7!'ite .

thiclme ss , t he minerals involved are a
The he• tite is red to dark red .

Onl7

in a t ev pla ces the cas ts of p,rrite , tilled with weathered ma terials ,

were seen .

A test tor titanium and manganese on mineral film in the

la boratorr was negative .
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Mineral assemblages in the area are not comparable to metamorphic
assemblages commonly reported .

F.yfe , et al . (1958 , p. 211 ) , states that

low grade t:eli ti c assemblages con ta.in quartz , mus covite , chlorite ,
epidote , etc .

He does not include potassium felds par or mus covite .

The

sericite is probably the alteration produ ct of mus covite and this may
explain its presence in the area.

Potas sium fel dspar is lmown to be

s table at the lowest grade of regional 100 tamorphism and may persist in a
quartzo-felds pathic assemblage which may expla in its presence in the
cr,ystalline complex of the Flag Pond ar ea.

Although the se theories

explain the presence of the mineral assemblages , they do not indicate
whether the large orthoclase crystal s are remnan ts of earlier phenocrys ts
or if they grew metasomatical ly before the low grade regional meta. morphism was supe rimposed .
Minor structural features .

The rocks of the Flag Pond Quad

rangl e , clastic as well as basement comptex, are characterized by strong
development of joints .

An

attempt was made in the field during mapping

to record all joint patterns present .

However, when these were studied

collectively no definitive conclus ions c ould be drawn .

The general

trend or joints was north 10° east or west to north S0° east or west .
Most of the joint planes observed in the area appeared to b e the result
of late Pale ozoic deformat ion because they cross cut the cataclastic
foliation in the bas ement complex at various angles .

The best example

of j oints in gran ites is exposed along Tenne ssee Highway 81 and in
clastic rocks along a jeep road parallel to Rocky Fork and Cass i Creek .
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In

the outcrops of basement complex, where there are highly

developed crushed z one s , the fault planes show smooth , more or less
polishe d , and in s ome places s triated surfaces ( slickensides ) . The s e
surfa ces usually are covered with a c oa ting o f

a

red t o dark red mineral ,

which is probably e ithe r weathered iron oxide or chloritic minerals
derived from c erta in original minerals in granite and have recrys tall iz ed o
The best exampl es of sl ickensides

occur

north of the myl onite z one on a

s e c ondary road connecting Tenne s s e e Highways

81

and

212 ,

and in a j eep

road cut al ong Clear Branch Road .
Interpretati on of the basement .. rock structure .

pre-existing

The nature of the

rocks of the bas ement complex in the Flag Pond area is a

matter of s pe culation s in c e there is no s tratigraphic evidence of their
original na ture .

The pre sence of is ocl inal folding in the strikingly
I

layered

gneis s of the Flag Pond granite group is eviden ce tha t pre-

existing rocks of the bas ement complex were metamorphosed perhaps by
regional metamorphism .

As a result of the regional metamorphism the

granite and granit e gneis ses were

produced .

Thi s

regional

metamorphism,

c ons idered to be the firs t deformation , took plac e in Precambrian time .

The s econd pe riod of deformati on took Place by regional metamorphism , by meta s omatism of the pre-existing rock� or by ass imilation
of aluminous s ediments which resulted in the formation of the Unakite
granite group .

At the end of the se pr oc e s s es pegrnatite s and basic

dike s were intruded into the basement complex .

Ba s ic dikes appear

concordant in mos t cases and occa s ionally dis c ordant wi th the hos t
rocks .

Pegmatite s la ck gradational c onta c t with the hos t rock and show
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It appears that ba sic dike s and pegmatites invaded the

no brecciation .

crystalline c omplex prior to the Buffalo Mountain thrust she et, and s ince
they are not found in sedimentary sequence s , they probably formed during
Precambrian time .
The third pe riod of deforma tion in the area is marked by the
pre sence of diorite bodies very similar in lithology and appearance to
thos e in dike s of the Bakersville area in North Carolina .
Recent s tudies in the Bakersville and Roan Moun tain area s by
Wilcox, et al .

(1958,

p.

1363 ) ,

sugge st a deformation in Ordovician

Silurian time ( probably part of the Taconic disturbance ) .
p.

7 61 )

(1956 ,

found congl omera te s of the Chilhowee group in sediments of

middle Ordovic ian age in the Southern Appalachian .

425 )

Kelberg

Rodgers

(1952 ,

p.

studying absolute ages of radioactive minerals from the Appalachian

regi on , re cogniz ed two periods of deformation in Precambrian time which
affected the crys talline Appalachians .

A third period of Ordovic ian

orogeny affe cted the wes tern part of the crystall�e Appalachians in
the Carolinas and New England .

The fourth period of deformati on ,

according to Rodgers , oc curred in Mis s issippian time .

It affected

ea ste rn New England , espec ially the belt eas t of the Conne cticut River .
Keith

(1907 ,

p.

3)

in the Roan Mountain fol io des cribed the s e rocks

as

Bakersville gabbro and pos tulated that they were intruded into the
basement compiex in Jurassic time .
S inc e conglomerate pebble s from the Chilhowee group were trans
ported into the Great Valley region and deposit ed in middle Ordovician
sediments , the wri ter choos e s to correlate the igneous intrusions
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( diorites ) with the orogeny that shifted these conglomerate pebbles .
The fourth period o! orogency in the area , marked by thrust
faulting of the basement complex, oc curred near the end of Paleoz oic
time .

This episode s tructurally is marked b7 the presence of mylonite

and crushed z ones in the basement complex and cros s cutting ot the older
foliatiCil ( catacla s tic foliation ) b7 younger faults .

Structural Features of the Stratified Rock!
The s tructural features associated with the stratified rocks of
the Flag Pond Quadrangle are much easier to decipher than those of the
basement c omplex.

Their stratified nature with the pre servation of

primar,y features provides

a.

and to the basement rocks .

key to their relationship with each other
The most prominent structural el ement s of

the stra titied rocks are the Rich Mountain syncline and the taul t bl ocks
of the Buffalo Mountain thrus t sheet .
Structural se tting of the Flag Pdnd area .

The Appalachian

movemen t of late Pale oz oic time produced strong structural deformation
of the rocks of Northeast Tenne s s ee .

Thrus t faulting and folding are

regional cha ra cteris tics of the se rocks .

With in the area thrus ting

moved thrus t sheets composed of great ma s ses of rock many miles north
we stward aver other ro ck mas ses .
In Northeast Tennessee , numerous thrust sheets oc cur within the

Unaka Mountain range , such as the Hampton , Shady Valley , Buffalo
Mounta in sheets �nd .�.�here ..

�e. Flag Pond Quadrangle is loca ted within

the Buffalo Mountain thrus t sheet which contains rocks of the Ocoee
series , the Chilhowee group , and the ba sei'.Lcnt complex .
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The Buffalo Mountain thrust sheet lies in pa.rts of Unicoi ,
Washington , Greene, and Carter Counties of Tennes see , and extends into
Madison County , North Carolina .
Buffalo Mountain thrust she e t .

The Buffalo Mountain thrust sheet,

like many other she ets in Northeast Tennesse� is the result of Appalach
ian movement which took ptace presumably in late Paleoz oic time .

The

sheet , according to Rodgers ( 1953 , p. 142 ) is a tongue-like mass located
on the s outhwestern part of Shady Valley thrus t sheet near Roan Mountain
in Northeast Tenne s see .

The fault beneath the thrust sheet wa s recognized

and named the Buffalo Mountain Fault by Keith ( 1 907 , p. S-9 ) .

An exten

sion of this fault was mapped on the Greeneville folio by Keith which
includes plrt of the Flag Pond Quadrangl e .
Th e Buffalo Mountain sheet contains rocks o f the Ocoee series , the
Chilhowe e group , and the basement complex in the Flag Pond area
also contains Shady dolomite in the section northeast of the

0

The sheet

area .

For clarity the northwest section of Buffalo Mountain sheet will
be considered separately from the s outheast section .
a.

Rodgers ( 1948, p. 23 ) , s tudying the mineral deposits of Bumpass

Cove in Unicoi and Washington County, Tennessee , observed the merging of
the firs t two thrust blocks in the region .
Quadrangle .

This is north of Flag Pond

The third block , according to Rodgers , f orms Rich Mountain ,

the s outhwest part of which extends into the Flag Pond Quadrangle o
The northeastern section of the sheet has been mapped by Ordway

(1959, p. 628) who recognized three thrust blocks , the Cherokee Mountain
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block to the southwest,

an

intermediate block , ard the Pinnacle block

which forms the ma in mass of Buffal o Mountain to the southeast .
The writer re cogniz es the thrus t blocks of northwestern sl ices on
the northwestern flank of the Rich Moun tain syncline as Rodgers indicated
them; however, more deta il ed mapping shows that the fault lines
Plate

4

Ma p

of the East Tenn essee Geological

following

1.

on

Rodger ' s

sho uld be changed in the

mann er .

The fault l ine of the most northwesterly slice which Rodgers

extended into th e Flag Pond Quadrangle was not found .

The lack of Knox

dolomit e indicates that fault line should be drawn several hundred feet
to the n ortheast where it does outcro p.

2.

The most southerly of northwest erly fault l ines from Hell

Hollow northeastward was found to be as outlined by Rodgers , but south
westward from Hell Hollow the fault line sh ould be moved south several
hundred feet (see Plate II ) .
The Buffalo Mountain Fault through much of its course in the north
western section

follOW's

the

base

of Rich

Mountain syncline in the

the rocks of upper Chilhowee group rise in escarpments on
and override Pal eozoic rocks as high as

the

the

area ;

mountains ,

middle Ordovician which forms

the lower valleys in the nor thwestern front of the area ( see Plate III ,
cross section BB 1 and

CC 1 ) .

The underth rust of Buffalo Motmtain Fault

is probably adj acent to the basement complex, according to th e inter
pretation considered in this report .

The

maximum

stra tigra phie dis 

placement represents nearly the whole sedimentary co lumn and basemen t
complex of the area , which is several thousand feet in thickness .

This

ll5
displacement marks the f'aul t as one of the first order of magnitude .
The bes t exposures of the northwestern section
Fault in the area can be seen on the northern flank of the Rich Mountain
syncline , along Clark Creek, Painter Creek , and in several locations on
Cass i Creek, mostly dipping to the southeast .
b.

The southeastern s ection of the Buffalo Mountain thrus t fault

was studied by Ordway ( 1959, p. 628 ) and Lowry ( 1948 unpublished Ph . D .
thesis ) .

They named this section of the sheet which runs parallel to

Rich Mountain the Rich Mountain Fault .

The writer thinks that the Rich

Mountain Fault of Ordway and Lowry is actually the southeastern extensim
of the Buffalo Mountain Fault .

The projection of Rich Mountain Fault

acros s their mapped areas corresponds with the Buffalo Mountain Fault
'
outlined in cross section AA , BB 1 ( Plate III ) of this report .

This

ccnclus ion also confirms the prediction of Rodgers ( 1953 , p. 145 ) tha. t
the Buffal o Mountain thrus t branches

to

the southeast to give rise to

the Devil Fork Fault , which extends into the basement complex.
The southeas tern extension of Buffalo Mountain Fault was not
seen in the Flag Pond Quadran gle .

However, on the basis of structure

it appears that the Buffal o Mountain Fault is replaced by one of' its
·
later slices (Big Branch Fault ) . - From e ro ss sections BB ' and AA '
( Plate III) it is inferred that the Buf'f'al o Mountain Fault is dipping
to northwest .

Probably Devil Fork Fault was another slice which

extended into the basement complex .

As

may

be s een in the s truc tural

sections , the Buffalo Mountain Fault has displaced and thrusted the
entire stratigraphic column of the area to

the

northwest .
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In

an outline map ( Figure 53 ) , the various names which have been

applied to the Buffalo Mountain Fault are s hown along with a map giving
the present author ' s concept of the fault and its branches .
Rich Mountain s;rncline .

The Rich Mountain Splcline
is embraced
')

by the Buffal o Mountain thrust fault on both sides .
Keith (1904 , Greeneville folio ) recogniz ed the presence of the
Rich Mountain syncline , but he did not

name

it .

Rodgers (1953 , Plate 4)

also recognized it with boundaries closely related to Keith ' s but different
from thos e of the present author ' s .

These differences are outl ined in the

introduc tions to the Ocoee s eries and the Chilhowee group .

In

the present

report the syncline is named for Rich Mountain which extends from north
east to southwe st

in

the clastic se ctions o£. the Flag Pond Quadran gle .

It is considered to be an asymme trical syncline with the axial plane
dipping generally' southeast.

The southern .f'lank

of

the syncline is

s omewhat overturned near Big Branch Fault .
The Rich Mountain syncline plunges to the northeast from the
heights of Bald Mountain in the western edge of the area .
the syncline differs from 17 ,000 feet

in

2,200 feet on the northeastern section .

The width of

the center of the area
Except for the

Erwin

to

formation

all other formations of the Oc oee series and the Chilhowee group have
been seen in the flanks of the syncline .

The syncline is boWlded on

both flanks, southeast as well as northwest, by thrus t faults of the
Buffal o Mountain Fault .

It is difficult to estimate the length of the

syncline , sinc e it extends in both dire ctions , northeas t and south
west , out of the Fla g Pond Quadrangle ; however, its length in the area

11 7
is approximately 44 , 000 feet .
Big Branch Fault .

The Big Bran ch Fault was named for expo

s ures of the fault behind Big Branch Church in a road cut parallel to
Big Branch Creek .

Other exposures of the fault s howing brecciation and

contortion of material in the fault z one
parallel to Long Branch

( Figure 32) ,

can

be seen along a j e ep road

500 feet northeast of the Appa

lachian Trail at the headwaters of Blockstand Cre ek, Edwards Branch , and
North Higgins Creek .
Big Branch Fault is a high angle thrust fault that extends from
near South Higgins Creek on the eas t side of the area to the northern
slope s of Green Ridge Knob in the west e dge of the area .
Both horiz ontal displacement and stratigraphic dis placement have
been produced by the Big Bran�h Fault .

Horiz ontal displacement has been

recognized in the Roc� Fork Creek area by disPlaced c onta cts .
differs from 1 , 500 to 2 , 000 feet .

It

The s tratigraphic dis pla cement , a s

c an be s een in the cros s sections in Plate III, i s a t least

800

feet .

Big Branch Fault appears to dis pla ce the Buffalo Mountain Fault
in the Flag Pond Quadran gle .

If this interpretat ion is c orrect , then

it is younger than the Buffalo Mountain Fault .
the word younger does not refer to

It should be noted that

a younger period of thrusting , but

it is believed tha t the Big Branch Fault is the later pulse of the
Buffalo Mountain thrust sheet .
Transverse-gravity fault .
in the clas tic section of the area .

Only one minor fault was identified
The best exposure of the fault is

along a j e ep road parallel to North Higgins Creek on the south flank of

ll8
the Rich Mountain syncline .

The fault dips 45° to the s outheast .

The fault is identified as a transverse fault becaus e the strike
of the faul t measuring from north 10° ea st is not parallel to the strike
of regional structure
diagonally .

( Rich

Mountain syncline ) , but rather cuts it

It is called a gravity fault because the east block

( Ches t

nut Knob bl ock ) has moved down as a hanging wall relative to the foot
wall

( Bearwallow

Gap bl ock ) .

The relative movement of the fault could be seen along the northern
prong of North Higgins Creek , on Ches tnut Knob .
to be about

200

feet .

The displacement appears

This fault is considered to be a local dislocation

which took place at the end of the major . deformation
Holston Mountain Fault .

( late

Outcrops of the Hol ston Moootain

Fault were not recognized in the Flag Pond Quadrangle .
in cross section BB 1

( Plate

Paleoz oic ) .

As may be seen

III ) , however , the Holston Mountain Fault is

postulated to be replaced by the Buffalo Mountain Fault .

A

s imilar

replacement of the Hol ston Mountain Fault by Buffalo Mountain Fault was
indicated by Rodgers in the area of the Flag Pond Quadrangle

( Figure 53 ) .

The Holston Mountain Fault was named by Stose and Jona s
p.

23 )

(1938,

for the outcrop of the fault on the base of Hol ston Mountain .

Accordingly , it may be trac �d for miles in Northeast Tennes s ee .

It is

a low angle thrust fault dippirig to the southeas t , and has thrusted the
sediments of Precambrian and lower Cambrian northwestward over the rocks
of the Great Valley.
Minor structural features .
cla stic roc ks .

Local folding occurs throughout the

It i s best pres erv:ed on the northern flank of Rich
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Mountain syncline

( Plate

II ) .

These folds are not of great magnitude ,

but in the field , if one is not familiar with these features , they are
very c onfusing .

An example of local folding is seen in Figure 44 where

the competent beds of the upper member of the Unicoi formati on show an
anticline plunging to the NE .

Another example may be seen at the head

waters of Clark Creek about two miles SW from the junction of Chigger
Branch and Clark Creek .
In Madison C ounty, North Carolina , another thrus t fault separating

the sediments from the basement complex is
Creek .

found

in the deep cut of Mill

The eas tern extension of this fault on the southern flank of

Flint Ridge is obscured by vegetation .

It is presumed that more detailed

work should be done on the western boundary of the area before the
attitude and extens ion of this faul t could be thoroughly unders tood .

At

present i� appears that the thrus t fault is very steep on the wes t end

( the

dip may be as much as

50°) ,

but on the east end where the strike

swings to the southeas t it becomes more gentle .
Another minor structural feature of the area is the presence of
two extensions of the s outhwe s t end of the Mountain City Window .
areas were included in the map prepared by Lowr,y
thes is ) on the east of the Flag Pond Quadrangle .

(1948,

These

unpublished Ph . D .

After c areful stuqy of

the area the present writer was unable to find evidence for two cross
faults indicated on Lowry ' s map.

Furthermore , the conta ct between the

granite and the clas tic outcrops does not appear to be a s outlined by
her .

This is noted in Plate II .

than those mapped by Lowry.

These areas are considerably smaller

Her identi fication of the Sandsuck and
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Unicoi formations are in ac cord with the pres ent findings , but no Snow
bird formation was found .

In

the Flag Pond Quadrangle , as was indicated

by her , these two clastic bodies are enclosed by mylonite z one s and in
some places the contact is hard to distinguish because of vegetation .
Cleavage .
clastic rocks .

Both now and fracture cleavage were seen in the

Flow cl eavage was largely developed in the slate and

shaley siltstone units of the Chilhowee group .

The best exposure of

fl ow cleavage may be seen in outcrops of brown to chocolate slate of the
upper Unicoi formation at the j unction of Roc� Fork and Fort Davie
Creek .

Generally the strike of flow cleavage is north

48° east .

This

strike was found also in the outcrops of the silty sandstone units of
both the Hampton and the Erwin format ions along Clark and Cassi Creeks .
Fra cture cleavage was developed mainly in the quartzite and felds
pathic sands tone units of the Ocoee serie s and the Chilhowee group .

The

strike of the cleavage planes varies irregularly from north 10° east or
west to north 80° east or we s t .

The b e s t exposures o f fracture cleavage

plane s were found in the quartzite units of the lower Snowbird and Erwin
format ions , along the gorge of Rocky Fork and Cassi Creek.

Flow

cleavage was more useful in determining the top and bottom of the beds
than was fracture cleavage , simply becaus e of higher degree of development .
Primacy structural features .

Certain struc tural features such as

graded bedding and cross-bedding within· individual . sedimentary layers or
within a sequence of such layers was found useful and reliable as
criteria for identification of top and bottom of formation .
features will be dis cussed in the following section .

These
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Graded bedding .

Graded bedding is one of the important

primary features of the stratified rocks .

In the field it was of great

help in determining the top and bottom of the formation in places where
the strata was overturned or where exposures were not continuous .
Graded bedding oc curs in the felds pathic s ands tone , s andy siltstone and
sandy shale members of the clas tic sediments of both the Ocoee series
and Chilhowee group .
Graded bedding offers a key to the manne r of depos ition and the
history of the s ediments .

During the formation of the s edimentar.y rocks

the materials comprising the graded bedding were trans ported when the
depositing currents were swifter than usual .
smaller and smaller particles were depos ited .
bedding a s s een today .

As the velocity subsided,
The result is the graded

Since there are many oc currences of graded

bedding , one presumes that the s edimentation was some times rather irre gu
lar .
The best exposure s of graded bedding can be s een on the outcrops
of clastic rocks in North Higgins Creek , Tenn es s e e Mill Creek, Painter
Creek , and along a j e ep road parallel to Fort Davie Creek .
So our and filling .

.Another primary feature o f the clastic

rocks in this area is scour and filling .

This has been s een in the

sandy silts tone and sandy shale units of the Chilhowe e group .

The lack

of lamination , the pre s ence of coarse-grained sand , and in pla ces , small
pebbles at the bo tt om of the trough of these fea tures dis tinguish s cour
and f illing from cross-bedding .

Their distortional features make the

us e of scour and fill rather difficult for top and bottom determination .
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The main value of s cour and filling is that these fea tures indicate
erosional action which took PLa ce during and shortly after the deposi
tion of sediments .
The best examples of s cour and filling are to be seen in the sandy
shale and sandy siltstone of the Hampton and Erwin formations along Clark
Creek, Painter Creek, and the middle fork of Cassi Creeko
History of the stratified rocks .

The question of the histor.y of

the clastic rocks and their boundar.y in relation to the basement complex
is a controversial one .

In

some Plac es the Chilh�ee group or its

equivalent has been seen in th e Appalachian region to be deposited uncon
formably on the basement comPlex.

In

other places the Chilhowee group is

separated from the basement comPlex by s everal thousand feet of clas tic
sediments of the Ocoee series and by volcanic rocks .
In

most cas es in the Flag Pond Quadrangle a fault is recogniz ed

separating the two distinct grou}:S :
In

the clastics and basement complex.

one place , however, a paraconformity is re cognized which indicates

that the unconformity between the clastics and basement complex exis ted .
The sediments of the Ocoee serie s are differentiated from those
of the Chilhowee group by the absence of volcanic flows ( amygdaloidal
basalts ) , coarse-grained units , and ferruginous s andstones .
No angular unconformity between the Chilhowee group and Ocoee
series has been found in the Flag Pond Quadrangle .
tha t sediments of Chilhowee group
Ocoe e series .

were

It is presumed

depos ited unconformably over the

Thi s unconformity, which is represented throughout the

area by a conglomerate that is 25-50 feet thick , ha s been seen on both
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sides of the Rich Mountain s.ynCline .
The presence of extrusive volcan ic s in the Chilhowee g:roup
indicates a renewal of volcanism at the beginning

of

the Paleozoic era ,

although the volume of volcan ic s is far le ss than that of Precambrian
time .
Apparen tly sedimentation began in a smal l shal low trough at the
be ginnin g , but with continued depos ition the trough was deepened .
mentation

may

have been interrupted local ly by volcan ic activity.

Sedi
The

edge s of the trough we re probably elevated above sea level when thick
conglomerate beds of th e lower Unicoi were deposited .
During deposition of the Erwin formation it seems that chemical

weathe ring ha d preva ile d at the source area., wh e n fe rruginou s sands tones
were supplied to the sea .

HOW'ever., t hi s kind of w ea thering was la cking

in early Chilhowee and Ocoee time .

EvidEilce in the basement rocks

indic ate s that the sediments within the Flag Pond a rea were thrusted from

a s outheast d ir e c t ion .
Mamitude of ho rizontal dis pla c ement .

Billings (19541 p. 192 )

s ta tes that
Although the ne t slip along the ove rthru. e t in the vicinity of
Buffal o Moun ta in ., T ennes s e e , is approximtely 6 mile s ., the
minimum brea dth is 12 mil e s , and thi s has be en e rr one ously
stated by Keith (Roan Mo untain folio ) to be the net slip .
King (1954, p. 43.3 , unpublished manuscri pt ) ste. te a that

This c on clus i on appear s to be baser on inspe ction of' Kei th ' s
and an a s sumpt i on as to matching of' be d s above and
bel Qtl the thrus t. D it f'er Eilce s in fac ies between e quiv� en �
forma. ti on a above and below this thrus t and ot hers in the
re gion demons trates that a� such assumptions are unwarran ted .

maps ,

·
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Since in the Flag Pond area there are no key beds of any of the
sediments involved in thrusting tha t . could be matched to measure the

maximum

horizontal displacemen t , a minimum distance mus t be given .

minimum distance as measured from cross section BB 1
approximately

3 ,200

feet .

A

( Plate

This

III ) is

possible maximum dis.ta.nce might be on the

order of four times this amount .
Eviden ce of post fault folding.

There s eems to be eviden ce to

indicate that in the basement complex folding occurred before the late
Paleoz oic overthrust sheets were formed .

I soclinal folding and cata-

clastic foliation of the Pre cambrian basement complex appear

by late deformations as shown in Figure

to be cut

53 .

In the clasti c rocks it is reasonable to suppose that perhaps
conve ction curren ts in the geosyncl inal area initiated subs idence .

The

weight of thousands of feet of s ediments in a narrow through, after
counter-balancing the effect of _the crust, contributed to subsidence
and folding .

The gentle warping of the ro cks of the Buffalo Mountain

sheet in the Flag Pond area and ·the general parallelism of their strata
to the Buffalo Mountain Fault suggest that, prior to thrus ting , the
ro cks had undergone a little defo rma tion .

The break in the Flag Pond
)

area lies near the base of the Ocoee series or in the Precambrian rocks
just beneath it .
As c an

be s een in cro s s section BB 1

( Plate

I I I ) the faul t

follows s ingle horizons in the overriding block, such as the shaley
siltston e unit of the upper member of the Snowbird formation and the
shale units of the Hampton and upper Unicoi formations .

These horiz ons
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are relatively incompetent parts of the s edimentary sequence .

The

thrus t sheets had moved forward over a relative� simple folded area .
The rocks above the steeply as cending pa r ts of the break became warped
into local foldings as shown in Figure 44 .

The folding of the rocks

did not cease with the initiation of faulting , but c on t inued concomi
tantly .

The individual Planes were further folded and warped with the

particular formations inv olve d above and below the .f'aul t ( i e . , the
o

Snowbird formation abov e and the Hampton fo rmati on below the Buffalo
Mountain Fault ) .

CHAPTER V
MINERAL RESOURCES

Introduction
At present there are· no active mines in the Flag Pond area .
However , barite and crushed s tone have been produced in limited

quan

Radioactive minerals , iron mineral s , and graphite have been

tities .

prospected for, but no production has resulted.
Barite
Barite has been produced from two local ities .

One mine , on the

property of K. E. Chandler , is reached by a secondary road parallel to
The mine is � -? 500 !eet up the firs t trail leading from
. .
the �oad ( Plate II) . The exact location according to the Tenne ssee

Big Branch .

Coordinate Sys tem is 622 , 550 north , 3 , 021 , 825 east .

The depos it was

lmown as early as 1924 , and s ince then ten ra ilroad car loads have
been shipped to market .
the mine .

Figure 54 illus trates the present state of

At present ·the mineral rights are leased to

Mr .

Joe Solemn ,

Wilksboro , Pennsylvania .
The other barite mine , on the

E.

0 . Higgins property, is about

.a . mile west of Chandler ' s property and se parated from it by a low hill .
It is eas� reached by a road parallel to Rocky Fork about three
fourths of a mile north of the junction of Rocky Fork Road with Tennes
see Highway 81 ( Plate II).

The best access to the mine is by a trail

through the Higgins family cemeter.y.

In accord with the Tennessee
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Figure 54. Barite mine , Chandler ' s property.
ground is on vein which trends f'rom left to right .

Shaft in fore
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Coordinate System, the exact location is 6221300 north, 3 , 018, 500 east .
This min e wa s opened in 19.38, an d since then ten tons have been shipped .
It is leased until 1962 for fifty dollars a year .
In both localities the barite is found within the Unakite granite

group belt and ver.y close to the contact with the clastic rocks .

At the

Higgins mine the vein could be seen in open pits that vary from one to
two feet in width.

The vein is concordant with a weathered pegmatite in

the Unaldte granite group.

In Chandler ' s mine the vein could not be

seen , s ince the shaft was full of water .

However , the surface features

indicate that this deposit too must be cons idered as a vein .

The direc

tion of the vein at the Chandler mine projects along strike toward the
Higgins mine .

Since the,y are both vein deposits with identical strikes

it seems reasonable to assume that both mines are simply surface expo
sures or the same vein .
The associ& ted minerals in the barite veins in the Higgins mine
are magnetite , chalcopyrite , sericite and quartz .

The barite is white

to white gray and of two varieties ; one is a cr,ystalline variety which
breaks along cleavage; the other is a saccharoidal type .
For the following reasons it is believed that the barite is
formed by hydrothermal solutions .
1.

Sericite i s present in the granite wall rock .

2.

Chalcop,yrite and magnetite are associated with barite vein .

3.

Quartz crystals and masses are present in the veins .
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Radioactive Deposits

A

great deal of prospec ting for radioa ctive deposits was done in

the area in

1954

and

195 5 .

This work was largely b.Y l ocal res idents who
As a result of the pros pectors ' inten s ive

were looking for uranium .

c ombing of the ridges , roads and s tr eams , numerous radioactive anomalies
were turned up .

None of the prospects have been developed to date , and

in view of the low grades and tonnages of the deposits it is unlikely
that there will be renewed intere st in the future .
The radi oactive anomalie s of intere st are confined to the rocks
of the bas ement complex.

However , s ome o f the clastic rocks give

readings of slightly above normal background .

The se slight anomalie s

are bel ieved due largely to radioactive heavy mineral s .
The anomalies in the basement rocks are associated with granitic
pegmatite .

These pegmatites are dis tinctive .

becaus e of the abundance of pink feldspar
mil�, is also c ommon .

They are conspicuous

( perthite ) .

Quartz , clear to

Mafic minerals , chlorite and biotite are

relatively minor constituents .

In siz e the radioactive pegmatites are

small , most being a foot or s o thick and usually less than
length .

10

feet in

The dikes are both concordant and dis cordan t; s ome are offs et

by faul ting .

A few have crude z onation with quartz c ores .
,

From an economic viewpoint these pegmatites are of no particular
interest , the uranium values being generally less than

( chemical

·

analys is ) .

0.1

per cent

Consequently, de tailed mineralogic studies have

not been made of the dike s .

It is believed that much of the radioac�ivity

is from res istant thorium-bearing minerals , since the s everely weathered
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portions · of the dikes are as radioactive as the fresh portion .
thorium is present

( based

it has not been identified

Although

on chemical analysis ) the mine ral containing

( G . D.

Swingle , personal commun ica tion ) .

Most of the radioactive pegma tites ob served oc cur in the Unakite
granite group .

and

granite

There appears to be a genetic relationship between the

the dike s in that the dis tinctive pirik perthite cr,ystals of

the dikes are common

to

the granite .

It is doubtful if these pegma tites have any e c onomic potential as
uranium or thorium s ource rocks , because of this limited s iz e , grade ,
·
and an ticipated refrac tory nature of the uranium and thorium-bearing
minerals .
The radioa ctive pegmatites are s o numerous that two representa
tive pros pects are s hown on Plate IL

One is on Hogskin Branch ,
.

1 , 000

feet from Ros eville School , or a c cording to the Tenne ssee Coordina te
System

606 , 3 50

north ,

3 , 013 , 150

eas t .

The other is

Big Branch Church on the property of Thomas Loyde .
a c cording to Tenne ssee Coordinate System is

624, 500

1 , 000

feet ea s t of

The exa ct locat ion
north ,

3 , 020, 620

eas t .

Mis cellane ous
There are three abandoned crushed stone quarries in the Flag Pond
Quadrangle .

One is loca ted on Highway

junction of Tenn es see Highways

81

and

23 ,
23 .

one hal f mil e s outh of the
The second is three-fourths

of a mile south of the first l ocation an Murray Branch Road .
is

2 , 000

The third

feet northeas t of Rocky Fork School on Tenne s s ee Highway

81 .

Respe ctively , according to Tennes see Coordinate System, the locations
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( 623 , 050

are :
and

( 61S,350

early

193 0 ' s

the area .

north ,

north ,

3 , 033 , 050

3 , 020,700

east ) ,

east ) .

( 627 ,300

3 , 033 , 700

north ,

eas t ) ,

All the quarries operated in the

as a source of crushed rock for highway construction in

However , when l imestone became more popular for this purpos e

the se quarries were abandoned .

The type of rock in every quarry ex

amined in the area is tha t of epidote gran ite and chlorite granite of
The quarries are rather small being only

the Unakite granite group o

20

to

40

feet in diame ter .

A graphite pros pect is located

1 , 000

feet s outhwest of Coffee

Ridge S chool on a road cut parallel to Slip Cre ek .
according to the Tenne s s ee Coordina te Sys tem is
eas t .

The exa ct l ocation

611,310

n orth ,

3 , 031 , 050

Th e graphite oc curs a s s cales and fibers in the granite gneis s

of Flag Pond granite group .

The scales measure from one to thre e milli

meter in width and up to five millimeters long .

The graphite fibers and

s cales occur as s cattered throughout the rock and as accumulations
usually mixed with chl orite and other mafic minerals .

The origin of

graphite is les s easy to explain , since there is no indication of
limes tone near the graphite exposure s .

It is pos s ible , however , that

graphite was formed by the proces s of reduction in the surrounding
rocks .
Three hematitic sandstone layers were found in the Erwin forma
tion mapped in the area .

40

The thicknes s of the layers varies from

fee t , and can be tra�ed for s ome distance along the strike .

Three

locations a c cording to the Tennes see Coordina te System are given :

643 , 900

north ,

2 , 999 , 400

eas t;

639 ,150

north ,

3 , 000 , 000

20

eas t ; and

to
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641 , 100

north ,

3 , 009 ,950

eas t .

A s pecimen as sayed by the American Zinc

C ompany in Mas cot , Tenne s see , shows :

29 . 40

per cent

63 o lO

per cent

1 . 20

per cent

No iron mining has been done in the area ; this perhaps is due to
inac ces s ibility and low

grade

of the iron in the Erwin f ormation .

Another pros pect , which was active during the summe r of
located a cc ording

2 , 999,450

to

the Tennes s ee Coordinate Sys tem

It is a large s haft

eas t .

80

feet deep ,

10

604, 800

1956 ,

is

north,

fe et wide .

The

operator of this excavation believed it was an old s ilver mine and was
reopening it .

On

several visits to the s ite the author was unable to

find anything but weathered coarse-grained granite of the Flag Pond
granite group .

The following sununer excavations ceased and no other

activity was noted .

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
After reviewing the information obtained by detailed surface
mapping of the Flag Pond Quadrangle and by petrographic analys is of
thin sections from repres entative areas , the writer reached the
following conclusions .
1.

The rocks of the two-thirds of the Flag Pond Quadrangle

which previously �d been labeled as Unicoi fo1�tion and undivided
Ocoee series by Rodgers ( 1953 , Plate 4) should be subdivided into
five formations .

The suggested classification is in general agreement

with that of other workers in the Northeast Tenne ssee area .

The

Hampton formation , not previously reported as being present in the
Flag Pond area , was found to be present and · is included as one of the
five formations ( Snowbird , Sandsuck, Unicoi , Hampton , and Erwin ) .
Keith ( 1905 ,

2.

p.

3 ) and Rodgers ( 1953 , p. 24 ) have described

the boundary between the crystalline complex and the overlying sedi
mentary

rocks

as unconformable .

Field evidence .from the present s tudy

shows it to be faulted in mos t places in the Flag Pond area .
Rocky Fork area , however , a paraconformity was identified .
probably

was

3.

In

the

This z ane

extensive but has been obliterated by faulting .

Sinc e no fossiliferous zone was iden tified in the Chilhowee

group, the base of the Cambrian in the Flag Pond area was pla ced at
the lithologic change between the Unicoi formation and the Sandsuck
formation .

Thi s contact is usually marked by a zone of conglomerate
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that ranges in thickne s s from

4.

King

(1949,

p.

634 )

20

to

50

feet .

characterizes the Ocoee s eries as con

taining medium- to coarse -grained graywacke with graded-bedding ,
conglomerate , slate , s iltston e , shal es , an d lens es o f limestone .
his

1958

In

pape r , howeve r , he does not include graywa cke and lime s tone

units in the Ocoee series .

This reclassifica tion by King is s imilar

to that suggested by this author .

5.
of orogeny .

The basement complex underwent a t leas t two prominent periods
The firs t period is indicated by the presence of is oclinal

folds in the Flag Pond grani te group probably caused by a low grade
regional metamorphism .

This was followed by a s econd regional meta

morphism or meta s omatism of pre-exis ting rocks or by assimilation of
aluminous sediments .

The s e processes are indicated by the heterogeneity

of the units , gradational boundarie s between the un its , the presence of
epidote , vertical and lateral variation within the units , myr.mekitic
intergrowths , replacement pe rthite , unz on ed feldspar , aluminous horn
blende , and other petrographic features .
The second orogeny is characteriz ed by the formation of mylonite
and s heared z one s .

During this orogeny the Buffalo Mounta in thrust

she et was probably thrus ted toward the northwe st into the Flag Pond
area .
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